
Race Reports 2019 
 
Wilson Trophy 2019 
The last Harriers race of the decade took place last Saturday, the annual race around some of 
the best trails near the Greenock Cut. The Wilson Trophy is a conceding handicap race, but 
this year the severe weather conditions were the real handicap. Howling wind and rain 
battered the runners from the west as they tackled the mud and puddles that littered the 
route. It was that cold that we only have a handful of photos to prove that it happened! A big 
thank you has to go to the volunteers who braved the conditions to stand out and ensure the 
race went ahead safely. 

The 32 runners were sent off in reverse order to tackle the course, with Elaine Medinelli first 
out to brave the course. Sadly, Elaine took a wrong turn early on, and suffered the conditions 
for an extra mile than the rest of the field. Well done Elaine for sticking it out! 2 other ladies, 
Marian Monk and Lynsey Mooney were out early in the field and managed to hold their 
ground right up until near the end, with both putting in high placed finishes in the handicap 
race. It was only on the uphill home straight that Marian was eventually caught by the winner. 

 

Andrew McCall makes the hills above Greenock his home turf, with many an afternoon spent 
exploring the trails. This was his sort of race, and he embraced the tough conditions from the 
start as he ploughed through the field. He caught Marian with less than 500m to and took the 
victory in the handicap race. Owen Atkinson also surged through the field, and the harrier’s 



rookie looked right at home on the trail. Neil Lafferty finished 4th in the handicap race, one 
year on from his near miss when he won the race as a guest. Now as a member of the club, 
Neil is proving to be a top contender in the club races. 

Sue Hewitson is another one who embraces the challenges that the cut trails throw at you, as 
she is very much at home in these races. She took the ladies scratch race title, her second 
club race victory of the year which moves her to the top of the overall standings. Marian 
Monk was second and Sandra Campbell was third overall. There was a great turnout from the 
ladies on the day, the best this race has seen in a good few years so well done to everyone 
who gave it a go! 

 

With everyone knowing that Andrew McCall had won the handicap race, it was a nervous wait 
back at the clubhouse afterwards as the maths was done for the mens scratch race. In the 
end, Andrew was crowned the double victor on the day as he took his first scratch race 
victory in ten year, narrowly edging out current club champion Steven Campbell. Paul 
Monaghan was third, with Neil Lafferty fourth and last year’s handicap winner Chris Jones in 
fifth. 



 

Thanks to the race sponsor Robert Wilson of Wilson’s Buses, and it was good to see Robert 
out on the course cheering on the runners. The club has two races coming up in short 
succession with the Lyle Mile at noon on New Year’s Day and the Harris Trophy at the Coves 
Reservoir on January 4th. See you all then and have a Merry Christmas and all the best for 
2020, our 125th year! 

Results: Andrew McCall 30.37, Steven Campbell 31.20, Paul Monaghan 31.46, Neil Lafferty 
32.05, Chris Jones 32.45, Owen Atkinson 33.12, Kevin Craig 33.21, Stephen Hanley 34.13, 
Robert Dolan 34.33, Sue Hewitson 36.07, Danny McLaughlan 36.31, Oliver Reilly 37.24, John 
Stevenson 37.37, Ian McKee 38.58, Marian Monk 39.23, Sandra Campbell 40.16, Stephen Reid 
40.16, Callum Gorry 40.20, Helen Ridley 41.15, Alan O’Rourke 41.23, Rich Jow 41.48, Donna 
Campbell 42.26, Marianne McKay 43.16, Robin McAuslan 43.18, Lynsey Mooney 43.36, Cheryl 
Thomas 43.55, Colin Campbell 45.28, Debbie Mckenzie 45.44, Heather Lafferty 47.43, Fiona 
Cushnaghan 51.03, Elaine Medinelli 61.35 

Short Relay Season 
West District Relays, Kilmarnock 

The 2019-20 cross country season got off to a flying start down in Kilmarnock at the start of 
October. The West District short relays were ran on the playing fields (and farmers fields) 
around the North Ayrshire Sports Arena. This was the venue for last years West District long 
cross country race, so our runners had a good idea of what was in store. However, the 
weather was much better this year and the course was a little bit firmer. there was still one or 
two major bogs to deal with! 



 

Stevie Campbell was way out in front as the first harrier home as he tried to hone his legs 
into shape for a tilt at making the Scottish Vets team. Oliver Reilly had his first taste of short 
cross country action as he came home in second place for the club, with fellow newcomer 
Owen Atkinson in third. The male runners were quite bunched up behind that, with Duncan 
Anderson being pick of the bunch. He was carrying over some great form in the previous few 
months which culminated in him smashing his 5k PB with a time of 17.45 at Greenock 
parkrun! 

Donna Campbell lead the way for the Glenpark ladies. Her excellent run saw her come home 
ahead of Marianne McKay, Claire Monaghan and Nathalie Smith. 



 

Results: 
Mens: Steven Campbell 14.04, Oliver Reilly 15.15, Owen Atkinson 15.39, Duncan Anderson 
15.46, Paul Beaton 15.58, Robert Dolan 16.09, Stephen Hanley 16.14, Ross Neilson 16.34, John 
Stevenson 16.48, Frank McMahon 18.28, Matthew Young 19.48, James Campbell 19.49 
Womans: Donna Campbell 18.49, Claire Monaghan 19.08, Marianne McKay 20.23, Nathalie 
Smith 23.50 

Renfrewshire Relays, Pollock Park 

It was back to Pollock Park for the short county relays. The short route for the senior runners 
is fairly flat around the playing fields at Nether Pollock, but with some right boggy bits in the 
tree lined sections. 

Nicola Doohan made her return as a Glenpark Harrier to compete with the ladies A team, and 
was not far behind our fastest runner Sandra Campbell on the day. Donna Campbell ran well 
again to be third fastest, with great runs also had by Lynsey Mooney and Debbie McKenzie 
among others. 



 

Steven Campbell was the fastest male harrier again, but was pushed close by Daniel Doherty 
who is starting to run well again. Andy McCal made up the top 3 . There was a good turnout 
among the male harriers, and hopefully a sign of things to come as we go towards the longer 
cross country season. 

Results: 
Womans: Sandra Campbell 16.53, Nicola Doohan 17.13, Donna Campbell 17.30, Lynsey 
Mooney 18.02, Cheryl Thomas 18.07, Viki Smith 18.20, Debbie McKenzie 18.37, Lorna Coyle 
18.52 



Mens: Steven Campbell 12.53, Daniel Doherty 13.03, Andrew McCall 13.42, Paul Beaton 14.26, 
Stephen Hanley 14.43, Robert Dolan 14.53, John Stevenson 15.08, David Roberts 15.20, Danny 
McLaughlin 15.56, Steven Smith 17.15, James Campbell 17.45, Steven Laing 18.09 

National Relays, Cumbernauld 

The undulating 4km route through Cumbernauld House Park seen runners from across 
Scotland compete, including the Olympians Calum Hawkins and Freya Ross. 

The women’s race was first in terms of the senior competition, with Donna Campbell and 
Marianne McKay setting the pace for their respective teams with some strong starts. Cheryl 
Thomas and Heather Lafferty were in second leg position for their teams, with both runners 
competing at Cumbernauld at the first time with excellent form. Third leg was a Stevenson 
special for each team, with mother-daughter duo Eileen and Nicola in the running. Lynsey 
Mooney and Nathalie Smith brought it home in great runs for each of the ladies. 

Three and half men’s teams were entered on the day. Team A were first home and 
successfully in the top 50, headed up by men’s club champion Steven Campbell and including 
Paul Monaghan, Alan Mollins and Kevin O’Donoghue. Team B, including Paul Beaton and Ross 
Neilson, brought it home in a respectable time of 1:03. Great runs from the Owen duo of 
Reilly and Atkinson both running their leg in under 16 minutes. Captain John Stevenson lead 
Team C with Danny McLaughlin, Scott Hill and Steven Laing. The half team consisted of David 
Roberts and Andy MacLean. 



 

Despite the excitement of the day from the Glenpark Callum Hawkins appreciation society, 
Andy MacLean was the biggest event of the day, receiving louder cheers from club mates 
(mostly the juniors) than his Olympic competitor. 

All in all another successful and enjoyable cross country day out for the club. 

Women’s Results:  Team A: (1:16:36) 18:34 D Campbell; 19:41 C Thomas; 18:37 N Stevenson; 
19:43 L Mooney. Team B: (1:27:33) 20:18 M McKay; 20:46 H Lafferty; 22:05 E Stevenson; 24:24 
N Smith 



Men’s Results: Team A: (58:24) 14:04 S Campbell; 14:24 P Monaghan; 14:54 A Mollins; 15:02 K 
O’Donoghue. Team B: (1:03:39) 15:29 O Reilly; 15:35 O Atkinson; 16:00 P Beaton; 16:35 R 
Neilson. Team C: (1:12:47) 16:14 J Stevenson; 18:00 D McLaughlin; 18:14 S Hill; 20:19 S Laing. 
Team D: (35:25) 16:34 D Roberts; 18:51 A MacLean 

National Short Course 

The short relay season finishes with the manic 4k cross country races for our senior runners. 
The races were held in Kirkcaldy which saw a lesser turnout from the seniors given the travel 
distance. This is always a great event to be at given the quality of the fields in the senior 
races. Hopefully it is held closer to home in future, but we cannot grumble too much with the 
relative closeness of the other national events. 

The ladies race over the 4k distance was won by local runner Annabel Simpson of Fife AC. 
Glenpark’s first runner home was Sandra Campbell, closely followed by Donna Campbell and 
Marian Monk. It was great to see Sandra and Marian back racing after sometime on the 
sidelines through injury. 

After the success of the juniors in the early races, it would be a tough act to follow later in the 
day. Alan Mollins is now getting on in years and could not take part in the youngsters races. 
He was however first male harrier home in the stacked field for the senior race, won by 
Olympic runner Andrew Buchart. Oliver Reilly and Robert Dolan followed, with Danny 
McLaughlin and Frank McMahon thereafter. 

Results: 
Womans: Sandra Campbell 18.13,Donna Campbell 18.32, Marian Monk 18.52 
Mens: Alan Mollins 14.30, Oliver Reilly 15.33, Robert Dolan 16.10, Danny McLaughlin 17.51, 
Frank McMahon 18.53 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Couch to Club Runner January 2020 

 

***NEW BLOCK STARTS TUESDAY 7th JAN 2020*** 

A new block of our popular Couch to Club Runner programme starts in the new year. If you 
would like to register to attend please email greenockglenparkharriers@gmail.com 

Please also email if you would like more info. 

Places are limited. 

We’re on every Tuesday. 

Meet on the Esplanade (outside boat club). 

Always free😀 



CRISIS homeless charity – Xmas Appeal 
🎄For the past few years the Harriers have been doing a festive charity collection at the 
Wilson Trophy race, Toy collections and Food bank being 2 of the most recent, this year we’d 
like to support the CRISIS homeless charity and hopefully we can get a few people off the 
streets and fed over Christmas, you can help by bringing a donation to registration on the day 
14th December or donating straight to the GGH club account, please put CRISIS as the 
reference, Sort code 80-08-21 Account Number 00385954, thank you🎄 

Read more on what the Crisis Charity organisation does here: https://www.crisis.org.uk/ 

 Harriers Trio at Liverpool 

 

The Harriers Alan Mollins, and Harry & Ruby McGill travelled to Liverpool for the UK cross 
challenge. At a muddy Sefton Park they were up against the top runners in the UK (it also 
incorporated the UK trial selection race for the European XC championships).  Ruby and Alan 
were pleased with their runs improving on their performances at the recent National short 
course at Kirkcaldy, whilst Harry although not quite at his best, he still managed to finish in 
the top third. 

RESULTS:    3km: Ruby McGill (82nd) 12.53;   5.5km: Harry McGill (53rd) 
19.50;             6.7km: Alan Mollins (116th) 25.32 

 



Renfrewshire XC Results 
Results from the Renfrewshire XC Championships (23/11/19) 

 

Greenock Glenpark Harrier Andrew White on his way to winning the Vet50 Gold 



250 runners competed in the County Championships at Gourock’s Tower Hill.  Over a hilly 
muddy twisting course, Bellahouston Harriers Miguel Delgado Sillero won the Senior men’s 
race as he led his team to a rare victory. 

Inverclyde AC’s Nynke Mulholland won the women’s race from Giffnock North’s Rhona 
Mowatt, but Rhona with team-mates Yvonne McNairn and Allie Chong both in the top 5, 
ensured the Giffnock women secured team Gold. 

Renfrewshire XC Championships 
Greenock Glenpark Harriers host the County Championships this Saturday at Gourock’s 
Tower Hill (23rd Nov). The first race gets underway at 12pm with the Senior athletes last away 
at 2.00pm. Competing clubs will also include Inverclyde AC, Kilbarchan AAC, Giffnock North 
AC, Bellahouston Harriers, & Bellahouston Road Runners 

 

Annual Fees 2019/20 
Fees for the 2019/20 season are now due and should be with us no later than 30th 
November 2019. The fees structure is as follows: 

Adult members £50  

Junior members £50  

2nd member from same family £30  



Family membership £100  

Please pay by bank transfer. If you are unable to pay by bank transfer please put cash or 
cheque in a sealed envelope with member/s name written clearly on outside and pass to a 
coach or committee member. 

If you don’t intend to renew your membership please contact us by email as soon as possible 
so we can update our records. 

For enquiries please  get in touch at greenockglenparkharriers@gmail.com 

Harry’s Silver Lining 

 

Harry McGill produced a tremendous effort to take silver in the Scottish short course cross 
country championships just a few strides behind Kilbarchan’s Jack Patton. 

On a muddy, hilly course at Kirkcaldy, which Harry described as “brutal”, he was in the pack 
chasing down the early leader Ben Sandilands of Fife AC.  By half-way on the 3km course he 
had caught him and taken the lead with Patton close on his heels. He managed to open a 
small gap going in to the last 200m, but it wasn’t enough to hold off a blistering kick from the 
impressive Kilbarchan athlete, but a silver medal was fantastic reward for Harry. In the same 
race was team mate Shaun Wiseman who has come on leaps and bounds this season again 
running well. Abbie Tosh is another who has shown a steady improvement, and just in her 
first year in the older age group, she competed strongly to the finish. 



 

 

 

The under 15 girls’ quartet of Ruby McGill, Katie Johnson, Sophie Campbell and Abigael 
Crawford took 13th place in the team competition, with Ruby leading the girls home in the 
2km race. 



 

 

 



 

 

The Boys’ u15’s trio managed 16th place with Ben Campbell the leading Glenparker just ahead 
of Jude Dolan, with Alex Wiseman the final counter. 



 

 

 

The Senior’s raced over 4km, and leading the way for the Harriers was under 20s Dunoon 
man Alan Mollins with an excellent time of 14.30 minutes for the distance. Backed up by 
Oliver Reilly, Robert Dolan, Daniel McLaughlin and Frank McMahon the men finished 31st in 
the team competition. 



 

 

 



 

 

There was little to separate the Glenpark women, but it was Sandra Campbell who  headed 
the trio of Donna Campbell and Marian Monk. 



 

 

 

U15s 2k Race: 

Ruby McGill 7.56; Katie Johnson 8.34; Sophie Campbell 8.55; Abigael Crawford 11.05 – 
13th Team 

Ben Campbell 7.01; Jude Dolan 7.21; Alex Wiseman 9.31 -16th Team 

U17’s 3km Race: 



Abbie Tosh 13.32; Harry McGill 9.20; Shaun Wiseman 10.55 

Senior Women’s 4km Race: 

Sandra Campbell 18.13; Donna Campbell 18.32; Marian Monk 18.52 

Senior Men’s 4km Race: 

Alan Mollins 14.30; Oliver Reilly 15.33; Robert Dolan 16.10; Daniel McLaughlin 17.51; Frank 
McMahon 18.53 – Team 31st 

Colin Shields Road Race 

 

The Harriers return to the roads this Saturday (2nd November) after  3 weeks of cross 
country running when they host their Colin Shields time trial Road Race. 

The runners are set off randomly in pairs at 30 second intervals, with the trophy going to the 
athlete with the fastest time. 

Please Register for race in the Orangefield clubhouse by  1.15pm. 

The 4.5mile time trial race is for Seniors:  It starts at top of Dunlop street, out to the walkover 
at Branchton railway station. Then crossing the walkover to continue uphill past Inverclyde 
Hospital then down to “sherrif” shop at the cross-roads. Turn left along Larkfield road past 
Gourock cemetery, then continue down Cumberland road.  Back across the walkover and 
return to top of Dunlop street. 



Juniors Relay Special Performance 

 

GGH Juniors round off a highly successful “Short Relay Season” in spectacular style when 
Harry McGill produced the quickest time in a field of over 300 of the country’s top young 
athletes as he anchored the Boys team including David Docherty and Ben Campbell to 
9th position at the National cross country championships at Cumbernauld, 

It was the best performance in many years by Glenpark Juniors over all the races that make 
up the Short Relay season, in which teams of three compete over a 2.4km distance of  cross 
country running at the West District, Renfrewshire and National championships.   There was 
improvement throughtout all the teams which included quite a number of athletes making 
their debut on the national stage and was testament to the hard work put in by the athletes 
and coaches. 

Cumbernauld has become the home of the National championships and is the extreme test 
of cross country running with its steep hills and muddy underfoot conditions. David Docherty 
set the boys off on the under 13 stage finishing strongly in 25th, passing onto Ben Campbell, 
who in his first year at U15 managed to pick off another place and kept the team well in 
contention for their top 10 target. And U17 Harry didn’t disappoint with a storming run 
finishing 17 places better than the 26th attained in 2018. 

Ava Beaton got the Girls team off to a stunning start finishing 8th after leg 1, passing onto 
Katie Johnson then Ruby McGill, although dropping back, both ran well to finish in 33rd a 
massive improvement on last year’s 64th. 



 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Previously at Kilmarnock the venue for the West Districts over a heavy twisting course both 
boys and girls exceeded expectations as both recorded top 10 finishes. The teams consisted 
of Harry McGill, also recording the quickest junior time in the district, along with David 
Docherty and track specialist Harris Morrison for the boys and it was the same trio of Ava 
Beaton, Katie Johnson and Ruby McGill who guided the girls to 10th. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



The Renfrewshire championships were held in warm sunshine at Nether Pollok, and it 
brought bronze medals for the under 11 boys and the U13 and U17 girls. 

Ruari Trainer and Cameron Beck had kept the u11 boys within 2 seconds of 3rd place to pass 
on to Leo Beaton on the final leg, who left it to the last 200m to sprint past his Giffnock 
opponent for Bronze. 

Maria McCabe was the star performer for the U13 girls pulling in four places after taking over 
from Summer Taggart to put Ava Beaton within reach of what was another bronze medal for 
the club. 

The final medal of the day went to the under 17 trio of Abbie Tosh, Olivia Trainer and Anna 
Docherty. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

National: Girls A team 33rd, B team 61st, C team 72nd; Boys A Team 9th, B Team 45th. 

Boys (A) David Docherty 10.16, Ben Campbell 9.37, Harry McGill 8.23,(B) Douglas Campbell 
10.52, Harris Morrison 10.03, Shaun Wiseman 9.47 (C) TylerBryce 13.58. Girls  (A) Ava Beaton 
10.34, Katie Johnson11.39, Ruby McGill 11.15 (B) Erin McEleny 12.13, Maria McCabe 12.10, 
Abbie Tosh 11.38 (C)Summer Taggart 12.15, Sophie Campbell 12.09, Olivia Trainer 13.45, (D) 
Gabby Henderson 14.32, Anna Docherty 14.12 

West: Girls A team 10th, B team 33rd, C team 40th; Boys A Team 10th, B Team 20th. (A) Ava 
Beaton 10.27, Katie Johnson 11.12, Ruby McGill 10.53 (B) Summer Taggart 12.17, Sophie 
Campbell 11.59, Abbie Tosh 11.56, (C) Maria McCabe 12.00, Sophie McGinty 12.12, Olivia 
Trainer 13.11 Boys (A) David Docherty 10.20, Harris Morrison 9.59 Harry McGill 8.18 (B) Euan 
Johnson 10.57, Jude Dolan  9.32, Shaun Wiseman 9.46 (C) Tyler Bryce 13.22, Alex Wiseman 
13.43 

Renfrewshire:  U11G 6th Aimee McEleny 8.06, Beth Docherty 8.39, Islay Newsome 
8.25. U11B (A) 3rd Ruari Trainer 6.52, Cameron Beck 6.43, Leo Beaton 6.26, (B) 6th Cameron 
Crawford 7.17, Grant Munro 7.16 Patrick McCabe 6.57, Josh Docherty 
10.44. U13G 3rd Summer Taggart 11.47, Maria McCabe 10.56, Ava Beaton 9.57, Erin McEleny 
11.08. U13B 4th Douglas Campbell 9.56, David Docherty 9.46, Euan Johnson 10.17 (B) Nathan 
Adams 10.40, Tyler Bryce 12.10. U15G 4th Sophie Campbell 11.13, Katie Johnson 10.59, Ruby 
McGill 10.20, Abigael Crawford 14.15 U15B Ben Campbell 9.00, Jude Dolan 
9.24. U17G 3rd Abbie Tosh 11.06, Olivia Trainer 12.30, Anna Docherty 13.25 



Dunoon Ultra 2019 
The annual Dunoon Ultra Marathon is now in it’s fourth year and is proving ever popular with 
harriers looking for a local ultra. Many from the club have used this as their first ultra 
marathon experience, and although it is nice and handy, it is far from an easy route to tackle. 
The 55km run navigates over 4,000ft of climbing and some real technical sections to keep 
even the most experienced ultra runner honest. 

 

Paul Monaghan had taken on his first ultra earlier in the year and had finished first in doing 
so, so his second attempt had a lot to live up to. Paul ran very strong, and stormed to the top 
of the leaderboard for Greenock Glenpark Harriers on this course with his time of 4.10. It was 
good for second place on the day, even with a slight detour at the end!  In fact, Paul’s time 
has only ever been beaten twice, so he sits at 3rd all time for this race. Great running Paul. 



 

Second home for the club was the returning Kevin O’Donoghue. It was Kevin’s first big race in 
a couple of years, and his ultra running experience was certainly tested on the day. Kevin 
stormed to 4th place overall with a superb time of 4.26. The long runs up the cut and around 
the hills of Greenock over the last few months certainly paid off for Kevin and it is great to see 
him back! 

John Stevenson was next home in 5.12. John hammered the first section of the run, but 
managed to hold on for a superb time. Stephen Reid narrowly missed out on breaking 6 
hours by just 2 minutes. Stephen’s training was interrupted by many an injury, so it was a 
superb effort by him on the day! Marianne McKay was first female harrier home in 6.40. A 
great run from Marianne who has been testing herself over all sorts of crazy races this year! 



 



 

Eileen Stevenson was fresh off of her half marathon PB at Glasgow and completed the course 
in 7.15. Terri Wall returned to the race once again and finished alongside Eileen, and swore 
never again… but she said that last year! Graeme Crawford narrowly missed breaking the 8 
hour mark, but was cheered on throughout and especially at the finish by his ever present 
support team! The distance is not to be sniffed at, and sadly Ian Hanley found this out to his 
peril as he called it a day at the last checkpoint, but that is still a 24 mile run with 2,500ft of 
climbing just to that point! 



 

The Ultra relay offers an alternative to the full gruelling distance. Splitting the run into 3 
segments, teams can tackle the course and still make a day of it. The first leg runs from 
Benmore to Glenbranter, tackling Pucks Glen, 13.5 miles and 2000+ft of climbing. The second 
leg is much flatter, and tackles the 10 mile lochside run from Glenbranter back to Benmore. 
The final leg take runners up into the hills behind Dunoon, with 1500+ft of climb in the 10 
mile stretch, before returning to the towns shore to finish. 

Through Glenbranter, it was Lorna Coyle’s team that held the lead after her friend Alan Callan 
had stormed the first leg. Stephen Hanley had his team round in about 5th place after his 
first leg. Lorna’s husband Bruce took over from Alan and just held onto the lead over Stuart 
Austin who took over from Stephen. George McCallum was given the task of hunting down 
Lorna in the last leg, as well as a couple of other relay runners ahead. George stormed the 
last leg and held off the chasing pack to bring overall victory to their team! The trio had all ran 
the full distance last year, and showed they are no mugs this year by taking the relay victory! 



 

Nathalie and Steven Smith welcomed Nicola Stevenson to their team. The team ran well and 
Nicola stormed the last leg much to the team’s delight. Wenda Crawford had to make some 
last minute signings in order to get their team together on the day due to a few late injury call 
offs, and the stand ins ran well as Lisa Boonsanong and Helen Ridley got round before 
Wenda ran the last leg. 

As always there was a great contingent of supporters over on the day offering help and 
encouragement. It proves to be a good day out for the club members, and the date is set on 
the first weekend in October next year once again. Thanks also to ‘Captured by GG’ and Ali 
McCrossan on Facebook for the photos. 

Results: 
55k Ultra: Paul Monaghan 4.10.14, Kevin O’Donoghue 4.26.31, John Stevenson 5.12.04, 
Stephen Reid 6.02.44, Marianne McKay 6.40.13, Eileen Stevenson 7.15.55, Terri Wall 7.15.55, 
Scot Hill 7.41.30, Graeme Crawford 8.01.33 
Relay: 
Stephen Hanley, Stuart Austin, George McCallum – 4.41.47 
Alan Callan, Bruce Coyle, Lorna Coyle – 4.47.17 
Steven Smith, Nathalie Smith, Nicola Stevenson – 5.42.29 
Lisa Boonsanong, Helen Ridley, Wenda Crawford – 6.06.41 

 

Great Scottish Run 2019 
Sunday 29th September 2019 

The Bank of Scotland Great Scottish Run was once again well attended by Greenock Glenpark 
Harriers. The seniors events on the Sunday included the 10k followed by the half marathon, 
with 29 Harriers competing over the two races. 

The day got under way with the 10k, where it was the young guns that lead the way for the 
club. Harry McGill comfortably cruised round in sub 35, amazingly treating the race as a hard 
tempo! Alan Mollins was just behind him in 37.11, picking up a late entry and running 



steadily. Shaun Wiseman had to fight off a few stitches but still ran well, and finished just 
ahead of Malcom McLean. Nicola Stevenson was the first female back with a great run in just 
over 47 minutes. 

The highlight of the day was seeing four graduates from our new Couch to Club Runner 
sessions running the 10k, all of whom have now joined the club. Emma Sinclair, Lynne Fulton, 
Barbara Laing and Christie McAlpine have all been coming along to the Tuesday night session 
for the last 4 months and, along with many others, have loved their introduction to organised 
running. A special mention to Emma Sinclair who smashed the hour mark in her first ever 
10k. Hopefully this is a sign of things to come for this all inclusive club. 

 

The half marathon is the highlight of many people’s running calendar. The Scottish 
championship race takes runners out to the south side of the city and through Pollock and 
Bellahouston Parks before returning to the city for the big finish along the Broomielaw and 
into Glasgow Green. Paul Monaghan was the leading harrier, and with a PB to boot. His only 
previous better half was at the tragically short Glasgow Half a few years ago, and his run of 



sub 75 now stands as his PB. Stevie Campbell was not far behind and they both finished 4th 
and 5th in their age category respectively. 

John Stevenson lead the charge of harriers fighting to break the 90 minute mark, as he 
finished just ahead of Oliver Reilly and George McCallum. However, it wasn’t to be for Stewart 
Anderson as he fell shy in his attempt to break that elusive mark. He along with Stephen 
Hanley and David Roberts had to settle for slower yet still respectable times in the mid to low 
90s. 

 



 

Claire Monaghan was the first female harrier home to make it a family double. It was also 
Claire’s first ever half marathon, and the ladies club champion performed very well to run a 
time of just under 1.50. Marianne McKay and Terri Wall were not far behind as they put some 
last minute miles in before their Dunoon Ultra attempts the following week. Performance of 
the day from the woman came from Eileen Stevenson. Also preparing for the Dunoon Ultra, 
Eileen broke the 2 hour mark for the first time and secured a massive PB. Well done Eileen! 



 

Another stand out performance was from PB king Eric Lindsay. Fed up with just breaking his 
PB every week at parkrun, Eric decided to quadruple the distance and tackle his first half 
marathon. He came in with a superb time of just over 1.42! He even had the energy to smile 
and wave for the camera with a mile to go! 

 



As always it was a well attended race, with good camaraderie among the members at the end 
in Glasgow Green. The race has been scheduled for the first weekend in October next year, 
so that’s one for your diaries. 

 

Results: 
10k: 
Harry McGill 34.38, Alan Mollins 37.11, Shaun Wiseman 43.21, Malcolm McLean 44.31, Nicola 
Stevenson 47.08, Gerry Gillespie 51.59, Angela Nelson 55.50, Elaine Medinelli 59.00, Emma 
Sinclair 59.38, Lynne Fulton 63.30, Christie McAlpine 68.48, Charlotte McKay 69.17, Barbara 
Laing69.48, 
Half Marathon: 
Paul Monaghan 74.50, Stevie Campbell 75.22, John Stevenson 86.14, Oliver Reilly 87.47, 
George McCallum 89.53, David Roberts 93.35, Stephen Hanley 95.31, Stewart Anderson 97.40, 
Stephen Reid 1.41.16, Eric Lindsay 1.42.24, Claire Monaghan 1.48.25, Marianne McKay 
1.51.24, Terri Wall 1.52.29, Ross Slater 1.52.34, Lisa Boonsanong 1.52.58, Debbie McKenzie 
1.53.08, Boyd MacKenzie 1.56.10, Eileen Stevenson 1.57.25, Fiona Cushnaghan 1.58.16 
(Don’t forget to put your club name in your entry for races. Apologies if anyone has been 
missed) 

Salomon Ring of Steall Skyrace 
On Saturday 21st September 5 hardy Harriers took on the Salomon Ring of Steall Skyrace 
which follows in the tradition of skyrunning, which consists of uncompromising mountain 
running, such as scrambling along mountain ridges with steep ascents, traverses and 
descents on technical and challenging terrain. 



 

This skyrunning race route incorporates two lofty ridges within the Mamores, including the 
Devil’s Ridge, which provides a thrilling and airy traverse with Glen Nevis visible ahead and as 
a yawning drop far below, and Ben Nevis beyond and towering above. 

The race route is set within the Mamores, which are an east – west series of majestic Munros 
and in this route there are four that were summited. These were Sgurr a’ Mhàim, An 
Gearanach, Stob Coire a’ Chàirn and Am Bodach. 



 

All five of them, Kevin Gill, Craig Canning, Marianne McKay, Cheryl Thomas and Fiona 
Macfarlane had been training hard over the months covering parts of the route. Nothing 
prepared them for the challenges that lay ahead. An unusually hot day meant fantastic views, 
however with 18 miles to cover and steep ascents there was no time for stopping. 



 

Craig Canning pushed ahead and finished in a well respected time of 8hrs 28 with his recent 
injury causing no issues. The 3 girls stuck together and worked well as a team proving that 
their hill recces and various climbs stood them in good stead. Kevin Gill worked very hard and 
his grit, determination and scrambling skills got him to the end. 

 



The world female 1st place went to Judith Wyder who described the race as “a really tough 
race with steep uphill and very demanding and challenging downhill sections. Not one to 
start trail running with but definitely one for the bucket list” 

The trio of Harriers girls also have been raising great money for charity by taking part in this 
event. They have raised over £700 so far for The Brightest Star charity. You can find out more 
at: https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/chezmazfi 

Results 
Craig Canning: 8hrs 28 
Cheryl Thomas: 8hrs 45 
Marianne McKay: 8hrs 45 
Fiona Macfarlane: 8hrs 45 
Kevin Gill: 9 hours 43 

 

JG Cameron Road Race 21.09.19 
The 2019-20 Greenock Glenpark Harriers Season got off to a flying start in glorious sunshine 
on Saturday. The first club race of the season was the JG Cameron Road Race, with juniors 
and seniors battling it out on the Esplanade over various distances. 

The senior race is a 4k loop which is used a test for the upcoming short course relay races. 
Starting at the middle of the Esplanade, runners head west towards Gourock. Once at the 
middle gate to the Battery Park, they run into the park and loop back around the pavilion. 
The race finishes with a mad dash back along the Splash to the finish line. 



 

Defending club champion Stevie Campbell made a winning start to the new season. Even with 
a 16.36 parkrun in his legs from the same morning, he was able to hold off a strong challenge 
from Paul Monaghan in second place. Kevin O’Donoghue made a strong return to club racing 
after an injury filled period. He was able to finish strong and use his recent ultra training to 
beat Neil Lafferty to 3rd spot. 



 

In the woman’s race, it was a winning start to the season for Chloe Simpson in a time of 
16.20, which is the fastest winning time for a female since 2015. Sandra Campbell marked her 
return to club racing with a second place finish, just ahead of defending club champion Claire 
Monaghan. The conditions on the day were far from ideal for the runners, with a stiff easterly 
breeze to make things tough in the last mile. 



 

Duncan Anderson had a great run, carrying on the form that saw him smash his 10k PB at 
Stirling a few weeks back. Ben Campbell put in the performance of the day from the juniors 
who competed in the senior race. His time of 14.37 was phenomenal from the U15 runner, 
carrying on a long tradition of juniors making the grade in this race. Other juniors competing 
on the day included Ruby McGill, Shaun Wiseman, Abbie Tosh and Olivia Trainer. Another was 
Jude Dolan, who couldn’t quite beat his dad Robert, but those victories are only a matter of 
time! 



 

There were plenty of new faces taking on a club race for the first time, or have recently joined 
the club. Kevin Craig, more used to the longer races, out in a great showing to break 15 
minutes. Richard Newsome had a great time, showing the benefits of the Monday night hill 
sessions.  Julie Smith has been venturing far and wide in her new Harriers vest in recent 
months, and it was good to see her compete in the club race. 



 

The younger juniors took on a 1k course on the Esplanade. Leo Beaton won the race in 3.34, 
followed very closely by Cameron beck and Ruari Trainer. There were 4 boys managing to dip 
under 4 mins! The girls race over the same course was won by Aimee McEleney in 4.28, just 2 
seconds ahead of Islay Newsome and 7 ahead of Stella McCabe. 

The older juniors ran a 2k course on the Esplanade. Summer Taggart won the girls race in 
8.17, just one second ahead of Sophie Campbell and 3 ahead of Erin McEleny in what was an 
incredibly tight race! Harris Morrison won the boys race this in just over 7 minutes, a great 
time! David Docherty was 2nd and Douglas Campbell 3rd. 



 

There was, as always, a big army of volunteers out on the course to guide people around and 
keep them safe. Big thanks to all who volunteered and to our race sponsor, Robert and Jane 
Dolan. 

1km race: Leo Beaton 3.34, Cameron Beck 3.48, Ruari Trainer 3.52, Jonathan Lamont 3.53, 
Cameron Crawford 4.02, Grant Munro 4.02, Luke McGarry 4.03, Lewis Scott 4.24, Aimee 
McEleny 4.28, Islay Newsome 4.30, Nathan McCorkindale 4.32, Josh Docherty 4.34, Stella 
McCabe 4.35, Beth Docherty 4.40, Lily Doherty 4.42, Findlay McKeegan 4.53, Alex Kerr 4.53, 
Zak Dolan 5.32, Mila Killeen 7.02, Leia Killen 7.03. 

2km race: Harris Morrison 7.09, David Docherty 7.21, Douglas Campbell 7.39, Euan Johnson 
7.45, Katie Johnson 8.02, Connor McCrorie 8.03, Summer Taggart 8.17, Sophie Campbell 8.18, 
Maria McCabe8.19, Erin McEleny 8.21, Sophie McGinty 8.44, Alex Wiseman 9.24, Gabby 
Henderson 9.38, Matthew Ross 10.09, Tyler Bryce 10.12, Ben Mullen 10.12, Rachel Ruddy 
11.10. 

4km race: Steven Campbell 13.18, Paul Monaghan 13.29, Kevin O’Donoghue 14.08, Neil 
Lafferty 14.13, Duncan Anderson 14.27, Andy McCall 14.30, Ben Campbell 14.37, Kevin Craig 
14.43, Gordon Hepburn 14.45, Oliver Reilly 14.50, Robert Dolan 14.54, Shaun Wiseman 14.57, 
Owen Atkinson 15.05, Jude Dolan  15.11, Chris Watson 15.35, Ross Nielson 15.38, David 
McCorkindale 15.47, Josh Ruddy  16.00, Chloe Simpson 16.20, James McFadden 16.24, 
Graham McGrattan 16.25, Richard Newsome 16.44, James Doherty 17.09, Stephen Reid 17.15, 
Alan O’Rourke 17.16,  Calum Gorry 17.18, Sandra Campbell 17.27, Claire Monaghan 
17.34,  Ruby McGill 17.44, Greg Stringfellow 18.05, Nicola Stevenson 18.11, Donna Campbell 



18.17, Robin McAuslan 18.22, Alan Munro 18.24, Frank McMahon 18.44, Gerry Gillespie 18.45, 
Steven Watson 18.54, Stuart Austin 18.54, Debbie McKenzie 19.09, Abbie Tosh 19.23, James 
Campbell 19.25, Boyd McKenzie 19.30, Fiona Cushnaghan 19.38, Lynsey Mooney 19.50, Anna 
Docherty 20.26, Heather Lafferty 20.33, Julie Smith 20.54, Angela Nelson 20.55, Olivia Trainer 
21.03, Angela Austin 25.27. 

This entry was posted in Uncategorized on September 23, 2019. Edit 

Sun Shines on Harriers New Season 
Leave a reply 

 The 
Harriers new season got off to a fantastic start with 87 athletes, young and old linining up on 
a sunny Esplanade to compete over the three JG Cameron road races. 

Steven Campbell and Chloe Simpson took the honours in the 4km race, while over the 
shorter distances, Leo Beaton, Aimee McEleny, Harris Morrison and Katie Johnson took top 
spots. Full report to follow. 

1km race: Leo Beaton 3.34, Cameron Beck 3.48, Ruari Trainer 3.52, Jonathan Lamont 3.53, 
Cameron Crawford 4.02, Grant Munro 4.02, Luke McGarry 4.03, Lewis Scott 4.24, Aimee 
McEleny 4.28, Islay Newsome 4.30, Nathan McCorkindale 4.32, Josh Docherty 4.34, Stella 
McCabe 4.35, Beth Docherty 4.40, Lily Doherty 4.42, Findlay McKeegan 4.53, Alex Kerr 4.53, 
Zak Dolan 5.32, Mila Killeen 7.02, Leia Killen 7.03. 

2km race: Harris Morrison 7.09, David Docherty 7.21, Douglas Campbell 7.39, Euan Johnson 
7.45, Katie Johnson 8.02, Connor McCrorie 8.03, Summer Taggart 8.17, Sophie Campbell 8.18, 
Maria McCabe 8.19, Erin McEleny 8.21, Sophie McGinty 8.44, Alex Wiseman 9.24, Gabby 
Henderson 9.38, Matthew Ross 10.09, Tyler Bryce 10.12, Ben Mullen 10.12, Rachel Ruddy 
11.10. 

4km race: Steven Campbell 13.18, Paul Monaghan 13.29, Kevin O’Donoghue 14.08, Neil 
Lafferty 14.13, Duncan Anderson 14.27, Andy McCall 14.30, Ben Campbell 14.37, Kevin Craig 
14.43, Gordon Hepburn 14.45, Oliver Reilly 14.50, Robert Dolan 14.54, Shaun Wiseman 14.57, 
Owen Atkinson 15.05, Jude Dolan  15.11, Chris Watson 15.35, Ross Nielson 15.38, David 



McCorkindale 15.47, Josh Ruddy  16.00, Chloe Simpson 16.20, James McFadden 16.24, 
Graham McGrattan 16.25, Richard Newsome 16.44, James Docherty 17.09, Stephen Reid 
17.15, Alan O’Rourke 17.16,  Callum Gorry 17.18, Sandra Campbell 17.27, Claire Monaghan 
17.34,  Ruby McGill 17.44, Greg Stringfellow 18.05, Nicola Stevenson 18.11, Donna Campbell 
18.17, Robin McAuslan 18.22, Alan Munro 18.24, Frank McMahon 18.44, Gerry Gillespie 18.45, 
Steven Watson 18.54, Stuart Austin 18.54, Debbie McKenzie 19.09, Abbie Tosh 19.23, James 
Campbell 19.25, Boyd McKenzie 19.30, Fiona Cushnaghan 19.38, Lynsey Mooney 19.50, Anna 
Docherty 20.26, Heather Lafferty 20.33, Julie Smith 20.54, Angela Nelson 20.55, Olivia Trainer 
21.03, Angeline Austin 25.27. 

Harriers start new Season 

The opening 
race of the Harriers 2019-20 club championship takes place on Greenock Esplanade on 
Saturday 21st September. For all Juniors & Seniors. It is 4k for Seniors & under 17s. Juniors 
run either 2km or 1km. 
Register for the race at Orangefield clubhouse between 12.15 & 1.15pm. Latecomers can 
register at the start – near the yellow pole at middle of the Esplanade. 

Summer Senior Review 
Its been a hectic summer for Greenock Glenpark Harriers. So hectic that this reporter cannot 
keep up with the races. So this report consists of as many of the run reports as I can find 
from what has been a very busy summer! Hopefully there will be more regular updates as we 
go into the winter season. Enjoy! 

 



Clydebank Vets 5k 

On a scorching hot night, 8 harriers travelled over to Clydebank for the annual Scottish 
Veteran Harriers 5k Road Race. With a top quality field of veterans and under age guests, 
including Stephen Trainer returning to racing, the pace was frantic from the very start. v45 
Steven Campbell tracked his younger club mate until the last kilometre, before going head-to-
head with top Scottish runner Stephen Wylie in a sprint finish. Campbell came out on top by a 
second to win the v45 category in a new lifetime best of 16:12, beating his previous best time 
from 5 years ago. Trainer was the first harrier home, 12 seconds ahead. 

There was success also in the v55 category for GGH, with a superb run from Mick McLoone to 
break the 18 minute barrier by the narrowest of margins as he followed Andrew McCall 
home, with Andrew recording his fastest time for several years. Duncan Anderson had a solid 
run just over the 19 minute mark, while Malcolm MacLean’s 19:46 paled in to insignificance 
when he smashed his PB at Greenock parkrun 3 days later. Daniel Doherty stayed on the 
edge of getting back to his best, with Robin McAuslan happy to get back out racing again for 
the first time in several weeks. 

Results: Stephen Trainer 16:00, Steven Campbell 16:12 (PB 1st V45), Daniel Doherty 17:24, 
Andrew McCall. 17:56, Mick McLoone. 17:59 (1st V55), Duncan Anderson 19:02, Malcolm 
MacLean. 19:46, Robin McAuslan. 22:35 

3k on the Green 

Mad dogs and 2 Harriers went out in the midday sun at the end of June for the 3k on the 
Green race at Glasgow Green. With temperatures in the mid 20s, Andrew McCall and Robin 
McAuslan lined up at the start of the race at the McLellan Arch, but the temperature and the 
exertions from the SVHC 5k less than 48 hours earlier impacted their ability to hit the times 
they were looking for. Andrew started well but felt the pace on the way back, still managing a 
decent time of 10:21 under the circumstances It was a similar story for Robin who failed to 
maintain his early pace but at least managed to match his recent time trial time, coming 
home in 12:37. 

Andrew returned in July to try and break the time from the previous month, but fell just shy 
running in 10.25. Next 3k on the Green is scheduled for Friday 30th August 2019 at 12.30pm. 

August saw the turn of Nicola Stevenson to smash her PB at 3k on the Green. With a previous 
best of just over 13 minutes, Nicola absolutely smashed that with a a time of 12.36. Stephen 
Hanley was making a start at a return from inury and helped pace Nicola along to her 
fantastic PB. 

June: Andrew McCall 10.21, Robin McAuslan 12.37 
July: Andrew McCall 10.25 
August: Stephen Hanley 12.30, Nicola Stevenson 12.36 

 

 



Black Rock 5 

A few hardy Harriers descended on sunny Kinghorn in Fife for the 30th famous Black Rock 
Beach Race with the biggest entry yet (1140 runners) in soggy footed madness! Stephen Reid 
was 1st harrier back in 36.40 mins, followed by Lorna Coyle in 39.05 mins (2nd V60), Stuart 
Austin (running with his brother-in-law) in 48.35 mins & Angeline Austin (running with her 
sister) in 54.44 mins (while also including lots of photos & jumping) Bottle of beer (or 2 if you 
were lucky) for all runners followed by prizegiving & BBQ. 

 

Taynult Highland Games 

Thanks to Nicola Stevenson for her report onTeam Stevenson’s trip to the Taynuilt Highland 
Games in Argyll. 

We’re hoping to make it an annual trip to my fiancé’s home village and take part in the track events 
as well as watching the heavies in awe and wonder as they toss the caber and other heavy objects! 

John, Eileen and myself all took part in the hill race which sees runners go out of the village, along 
farm track, through fields and forestry land to the top of Barran Dubh (311mAOD), a hill on the 
side of Ben Cruachan. Total distance 6.6miles. 

All three faired well in the race, with John finishing in a nippy 1hour 11mins and Nicola in 1hr 
26mins, claiming second place in the women’s race! 

This was the first time Eileen took part in the race, finishing in 1hr 46mins after taking a few wrong 
turns and getting stuck in ditches and in the trees! 

John and Nicola also took part in shorter field events, with Nicola claiming first prize in the 220yds 
open category and John taking part in the 1mile race. 

A good day out had by all enjoying the sunshine and a bit of glory! 



 

John Lucas Memorial Ultra 

Viki Smith took on the full 50 mile ultra distance at this years John Lucas Memorial Ultra. The 
race is organised by The Strathaven Striders and takes on the countryside around 
Strathhaven, East Kilbride and Eaglesham. Stating in Strahaven and heading west to Loch 
Goin, the route then goes north to Eaglesham before heading back east, skirting the south 
side of East Kilbride, finishing back at Strathaven brewery. Viki not only completed the course 
in an amazing 9 hours 19, he was 10th overall and 3rd female! Superb stuff. 

Two strong gangs of Harriers ladies took on the 5 stage relay as well. The aptly named ‘Not 
fast, Just Furious’ consisted of Marianne McKay, Cheryl Thomas, Lorna Coyle, Fiona 
MacFarlane and Lynsey Mooney. They finished in just under 7 hours. The other group, the 
‘Glenpark Gals’, consisted of Terri Wall, Silke Loehndorf, Jane Dolan, Sharon Black and Yvonne 
Prager finishing in just under 8 hours. 

50 Mile Ultra: Viki Smith 9.19.03 (10th, 3rd female) 
Relay: Not Fast Just Furious 6.53.05, Glenpark Gals 7.58.09 



 

Iron Man UK 

Mick Dunn took on the challenge of the UK Iron Man in July. For those who don’t know, the 
full iron man consists of a 2.4 mile open water swim, a 112 mile bike and a full marathon run. 
Mick took on this challenge at the age of 64! His training in the hills of Greenock (often with 
weight pack) over the preceding months was inspirational. 

The swim takes place in Pennington Flash, which is situated in the town of Leigh, near Wigan. 
the flash was used as the outdoor swimming venue for the Manchester Commonwealth 



Games, and hosts its very own parkrun every Saturday (around the outside paths of course). 
Once the swim is done, the cycle route takes you north to Bolton, and loops around the 
surrounding hillside. Then for the marathon! The run is contained within Bolton, and consists 
of 4 laps of the town centre. A torturous looping and repetitive loop, but essential for health 
and safety. 

Huge congratulations to Mick for smashing this. The training he puts in is fantastic and he 
was well rewarded. 

Swim 1.19.47, Bike 8.55.16, Run 5.07.50 

Run the Blades 

The trio of Elaine Medinelli, Sandra Devine and Angela Nelson have probably raced more 
than any other lady over the summer. In their first year of joining the club, they have 
competed all over the country in club colours. The three of them teamed up with Fiona 
Cushnaghan and ran the 10k at Run the Blades. The race situated within the Whitelees 
Windfarm. 

10k: Fiona Cushnaghan 56.50, Elaine Medinelli 63.54, Sandra Devine 64.41, Angela Nelson 
68.13 

Chicago Rock n Roll 10k 

Stuart and Angeline Austin embarked on a 3 week long tour of the Eastern USA, and no tour 
would be complete without a few races and parkruns! Their first running stop was in Chicago 
for the Rock N Roll 10k. The couple had previously ran in a similar event in Las Vegas. The 
Vegas event was hot and humid, but they were hoping for better running conditions in the 
place known as the Windy City… The stunning route followed the shoreline right in the heart 
of downtown Chicago., and they were rewarded with some snazzy looking medals! 



 

No trip abroad is complete without trying to find a parkrun (or 2!). The first one was the Oak 
Grove parkrun, just over the border from Tennessee into Kentucky. Stuarts sub 23 earned 
him the age grade record for his category the course! (which stood until 31st August, so my 
bad for taking so long to publish this report…). From there they headed north into the capital 
Washington DC for the Roosevelt Island DC parkrun. The stunning setting on a ‘no cars go’ 
island is right in the heart of DC. Well done guys, holiday essentials should always include a 
parkrun barcode! 



Chicago 10k: Stuart 48.22, Angeline 64.01 
Oak Grove Kentucky parkrun: Stuart 22.44 (age grade record), Angeline 32.24 
Roosevelt Island DC parkrun Stuart 24.40, Angeline 34.12 

Dundonald 10k 

Daniel Doherty ticked a race off of his bucket list by running in the Dundonald 10k, the home 
of his in laws. A rather hilly route was well tackled by Daniel, and even through a fairly solo 
run, he was able to run in 37.01. narrowly missing a sub 37, but claiming 4th overall. 

GAA Miler Meet 5km Track 

The miler meets at Scotstoun offer a chance for a PB on the track over the popular middle 
distances over the summer. These are split into heats based on target times and each heat 
has pacer (where our own Stephen Trainer was able to help out). Daniel Doherty was able to 
just dip under 17 minutes for the 5k and Duncan Anderson also had a good time with 18.27. 

Daniel Doherty 16.59, Duncan Anderson 18.27 

Dunoon Half Marathon and 10k 

The Harriers tend to have a decent turn out at the Dunoon half and 10k over the last few 
years. Although the time of year isn’t particularly suited to good half marathon running on 
the first weekend in August, the flat route still provides an opportunity for a PB if the weather 
behaves. The route takes runners south to Toward and turns pack to Dunoon to finish. 

Sue Hewitson continued her brilliant form to be first Harrier home in 95 minutes dead, and 
was 3rd in her age category. Donna Campbell was 2nd back in 1.52, with Lisa Boonsanong 
next in 1.55. Debbie McKenzie had a superb run to break the 2 hour mark and finish in the 
top 10 of her age category. 

The 10k follows a similar route, but obviously turning a bit sooner than the half! Sharon Black 
had a great race and finished 3rd in her age category. Julie Smith, in one of her first races for 
the club was 5th in her age category and Charlotte was 6th in hers. 

Half Marathon Results: Sue Hewitson 1.35.00, Donna Campbell 1.52.38, Lisa Boonsanong 
1.55.53, Matthew Young 1.55.54, James Campbell 1.56.34, Debbie Mckenzie 1.57.18 
10k Results: Sharon Black 54.28, Julie Smith 58.42, Juliane Neilson 69.10, Charlotte McKay 
80.58 

Bog & Burn Series 2019 

Our resident Hill runner Andy McCall took to the slopes again this summer, and here is his 
review of a fantastic series of events: 

For a keen ‘hill runner’ there are certain races you have to do. Ben Nevis, Ben Lomond, Goatfell and 
so on but one target has always escaped me – the Scottish Hill Runners Bog & Burn series. This 
consists of 12 midweek hill races organised across the country with runners required to complete a 



minimum of 6 to be eligible for the series. These races vary in distance, climb and terrain which is 
great for hill running newbies, of which the club had several this year. 

Up until now the most I have been able to do is 4 races. This year one of my targets was to 
complete at least 6 and I did it! Another was to try and encourage others in the club to take part in 
hill races, another one ticked off. As always the series was kicked off at the Kaim Hill Race in Fairley 
which was well attended with 15 Harriers travelling down the Ayrshire coast. This year was a record 
turnout for the race and this theme continued as almost all hill races seen record attendance. 

Next was Beinn Dubh at Loch Lomond followed by the Whangie Whizz, Cort-ma Law, Kilpatricks 
and Caerketton Hill races. I was delighted and surprised to finish the series in 7th place. With some 
mixed performances I would have been happy with a top 20. 10 hill races in total for the season 
which is another personal best for me, and the season isn’t over. 18 Harries in total completed at 
least 1 hill race in the series.  

Fair play to Andy for smashing his way through that series. But he didn’t stop there… There 
was one more hill to climb, and what better way to end the season than a trip up Ben Nevis! 
Again, Andy takes us through a fantastic race: 

Having only ran this icon race once, in 2008, I had unfinished business with Britain’s biggest 
mountain. The weather couldn’t have been better, sunny, no cloud for perfect visibility and most 
importantly no wind, even at the summit! I set off feeling good and relaxed about the race. After 
the first mile we were on the tourist path heading uphill. The downside of amazing weather was the 
masses of people walking the course. It was single file for the entire ascent. 

The steeper the race got in I remembered why I didn’t enjoy this race last time round. Heading off 
the tourist path and climbing through the scree was absolutely soul destroying and thigh bursting. I 
was steadily being passed by person after person with each foot of climbing. 

The turn was in sight and I was hoping to make up as much ground as I could on the descent. 
Straight away I started taking people. Sliding down the scree was an exhilarating experience to say 
the least. Once on better ground I was still gaining places however the fun stopped with 2 mile to 
go. The dreaded cramp set in and I was stuck in slow gear. The last mile on the flat consisted of me 
and another guy shaping places by running and walking to the finish line (I recon I took around 45 
people on the descent). The only thing that kept me going was knowing the kids would be there to 
cheer me on. Glad to get it in, enjoyed the experience but never again! 
2008 time – 3 hours 11 mins 42 secs. 
2019 time – 2 hours 19 mins 23 secs (unofficial) 



 

Paisley 10k 

The harriers often travel in numbers to our county neighbours in Paisley for the annual 
Renfrewshire Leisure 10k. A fast, flat route attracts a strong field as the end of the 10k season 
looms. 

Club champion Steven Campbell was fit back with a great sub 35 run on a day where the 
underfoot conditions wee far from ideal. Fiona MacFarlane had another great run while just 
missing out on sub 47. However, it is the form that saw her get a huge parkrun PB a few 
weeks later. Cheryl Thomas was not far behind, swapping the hills for the flat. Elsewhere, club 
newcomer of the year Oliver Reilly broke 40 minutes again. 

Results: 
Steven Campbell 34.39, Mick McLoone 37.47, Oliver Reilly 39.34, Fiona MacFarlane 47.03, 
Cheryl Thomas 47.24, Rhys Jones 49.23, Debbie McKenzie 49.40, Malcolm McLean 49.54, 
Dannie Seddon 51.31, Gerry Gillespie 54.36, Angela Nelson 55.50, Sandra Devne 59.52, 
Charlotte McKay 78.58 

 



Tour of Clydeside 

The tour of Clydeside is a series of races over varying distances. These are ran over five 
consecutive nights, culminating in the Bella Belter 10k in Pollock Park on the Friday. This year, 
it was Natalie Smith and Viki Smith who took on all 5 races for the club. The Smiths showed 
no signs of panic on the streets of Glasgow as they handled the gruelling schedule with ease. 
Our resident charming man Andy McCall even made it along for the Toota Linn trail 7k, a new 
addition this year. 

Overall Standings 

 

Gourock Triathlon 

The big winner on the day at this year’g Gourock Triathlon was Sandra Campbell, who was the 
first veteran lady! The sprint triathlon distance culminated in a superb sub 22 minute 5k from 
Sandra following on from the half mile swim and 12 mile cycle. Sandra finished ahead of Mick 
Harrington by only 30 seconds as he finished 5th in his category. Frank McMahon was 3rd in 
his age category, mere second ahead of Boyd McKenzie. David McCorkindale was the fastest 
Harrier on the day, breaking the hour mark for the event and finishing 2nd n his category. 
Kirsten Arthur was second behind Sandra in the veteran category. 

http://racetecresults.com/Results.aspx?CId=40&RId=5305 

 
 



Harry Climbs New Heights 
 
Harry McGill travelled to the mountain village Susa in the Italian Alps for the annual 
International U18 Mountain Running Cup as part of team Scotland. In hot, dry conditions, 
with temperatures scorching as high as 28 degrees at 6pm, there were water stations and 
marshals out on the technical 4K course run over two loops. After a blistering downhill start 
with several people tumbling to the ground the large pack of runners – mainly from Europe 
and the USA – wound their way round the narrow course to start the big climb on the first 
lap. Harry found himself quite near the back of the pack but bided his time as he knew his 
strength on the downhill. Over the next lap and a half, he clawed back several places making 
up the most ground on the final downhill section which meandered back down the hill and 
through the famous arch with the finish taking place in the castle courtyard. Producing a 
speedy sprint finish, Harry managed to catch one more runner to finish in a respectable 32nd 
place and 2nd Scot, having another year being eligible to compete in this competition. This 
was a fantastic opportunity and he gained lots of valuable experience for the future. 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Another Bute of  a Day 
24 of our juniors along with parents and coaches meant it was a sizeable contingent who 
travelled to Rothesay for our annual trip to the Bute Highland Games. 

After a light drizzle in the morning the sun soon broke through for another glorious day of 
competition. 

The under 11s were first away with a very demanding schedule of 4 races within an hour 
(heat & final in both the 100m and 200m). 

Leo Beaton was the day’s outstanding athlete repeating  last year’s double victories in the 
sprints. Also among the trophies were Aimee McEleny, and Beth Docherty. 

The older athletes, also had the 800m as well as the sprints to contest, and they had the 
added incentive of cash prizes for the first 3 places.  They didn’t  disappoint as the Harriers 
dominated the track events with 10 of them coming away with the money. 

In the 10k race it was success at last for local man Shaun Lyon winning for the first time after 
previously finishing 2nd on 4 occasions. The Harriers other Bute man Wes Pattison also 
placed well finishing in 6th place overall.  Also taking part were Juniors Shaun Wiseman and 
Jude Dolan (who had earlier competed in the 100m, 200m and 800m) Oliver Reilly, Mathew 
Young and Marianne McKay. 



 

 

 

 
 

Harriers AGM 
Greenock Glenpark Harriers will hold their Annual General Meeting on Monday 9th 
September at 7.30pm, in the Orangefield Clubhouse. All members are invited to attend. 

Agenda: Reports from President, Secretary, Treasurer /Setting of Club Fees/ 
Election of Committee for 2019-20 season / Any Other Business 



 

Harry’s Medal hope slips away 
Day 2 National T&F Championships under 17s & Seniors 

It was another blustery day interspersed with heavy showers at Grangemouth on day 2 of the 
National Championships. 

Scott McCluckie and Mark Magee had an early morning start for the Senior Men’s 200m 
heats. Mark was first away, having raced very little and only his first time over 200m this 
season, can take confidence from a time of 25.00 just outside his lifetime best. Scott also put 
in a solid performance, close to a season best to finish 6th in 24.00 in the 3rd heat. 

Harry McGill having qualified for the under 17s men’s 1500m final the previous day, had kept 
himself well in contention for a medal up until the last 400metres, but was unable to sustain 
his challenge as he faded slightly to 6th in a time of 4.14minutes.  There was a lot to be 
pleased about his weekend’s performance; this was an improvement on his 10th place in last 
year’s final, and his final two laps of his heat were covered in 66 & 60 seconds, his best for 
800m was previously 2.10 minutes. Harry now looks forward to representing Scotland in 
mountain running at the World Youth Trophy in Susa in Italy next weekend. 

Harry Makes 1500m Final 
Day 1 National T&F Championships Under 17s & Seniors 

The athletes at the National Championships at Grangemouth Stadium were met with very 
blustery conditions, not ideal for fast times, but thankfully for them the forecast of rain held 
off for the day. 

First away for the Harriers was Abbie Tosh in heat 1 of the Under 17 women’s 800metres. 
Abbie looked strong throughout and contested well in what was her first year in her age 



group. It was an excellent time considering the strong wind down the back straight to come 
home in 2.46minutes just a second off her personal best to finish in 6thplace. 

Harry McGill was up next in the 1500m, where there were 2 heats with only the top 4 
guaranteed to qualify for the final. 

In an extremely cautious opening the whole field were still together, moving at jogging pace 
for the first 2 laps. From then on it wound up rapidly until the bell, where the top 5 then 
moved clear of the rest. Into the home straight Harry was under pressure but managed to 
hold on – with just a little to spare- to take 4th in 4.25 minutes and a place in tomorrow’s final. 
It was the closest race of the day with just ½ a second separating the first 5 across the line. 

It was then the turn of senior men Mark Magee and Scott McCluckie in the heats of the 
400metres. In Heat 1 Mark looked very quick over the first 250m, but tied up a little down the 
home straight, but should be pleased with a season’s best of 54.99 seconds. 

Scott in Heat 3 was a bit disappointed with his performance but was just outside his quickest 
time this season in difficult conditions . Both go again tomorrow in the 200metres. 

 

 



 

 
Scott’s Record Winning Performance 
 

  

 

Scott Hannaway stamped his class on the JK Neave memorial 100m Handicap, at Ravenscraig 
stadium, as he set 3 championship bests on his way to the trophy. It was impressive running 
by the youngster dipping under 11 seconds in his Heat, Semi and Final. 



It was a great turnout with 54 athletes, young and old,  lining up for the 8 heats of the age 
based handicap competition. 

With 4 qualifying from each of the heats, all the favourites made it comfortably through to 
the semi-finals, with the Heat winners being Jonathan Lamont, Ava Beaton, Mark Magee, Scott 
McCluckie, Scott Hannaway, Sophie Campbell, Ben Campbell and Jude Dolan. 

The Semi-Finals were much more tense with only the top 2 from each race progressing to the 
final. The closest race came in S/F 2 when Mark Magee and Scott McCluckie only just 
managed to catch & pass Emma Aitken on the line. It was another fine run from Emma fresh 
from her impressive performance at the National Championships at the weekend. 

Also making his way quietly through the heats was Micky Dunn a winner and runner-up in the 
previous 2 years, this time though he seemed to be struggling only finishing 3rd in his heat 
and 2nd in the semi. 

The Final itself had a familiar look as it contained 4 of last years finalists’ – Sophie McGinty, 
Ava Beaton, and Katie Johnson along with Micky; and as expected the 3 sprint specialists the 2 
Scott’s and Mark Magee, with surprise package Leo Beaton joining them. 

It was no surprise though to see Scott Hannaway burst into the lead  by halfway to go 10 
metres clear on the line, but behind him it was a blanket  finish for the minor places, with 
Scott McCluckie taking the runners-up spot and Micky Dunn saving his best for the final to 
take 3rd. 

Final: 1st Scott Hannaway 10.75, 2nd Scott McCluckie 11.58, 3rd Micky Dunn 11.87, 4th Mark 
Magee 12.57, 5th Ava Beaton, 6th Katie Johnson, 7th Leo Beaton, 8th Sophie McGinty. 

2019 Club Champions 
The 2018-19 Greenock Glenpark Harriers season came to a close last week with the final race, 
the Bill Elder 10k. The 3 main championship titles were still up for grabs going into the race, 
with the standings very tight. 

The senior championship was a shootout between Steven Campbell and Andy White. The 
season started with Chris Mooney carrying on where he left off last year, winning 2 races 
early on before injury stopped him in his tracks in the new year. Andy White was on a tear 
through the winter months, smashing PBs and picking up age category medals everywhere. 
This form carried over to the club races, as Andy put himself to the top of the table in the 
Spring. However, injury caught up with him too. The ever present Stevie Campbell took full 
advantage and a string of great races saw him propel himself to the top with one race to go, 
but Andy was back from injury and could still claim victory with a win. However, Stevie 
Campbell led from the off and secured not only the race win for the club, but the 
championship win too. He held off a great challenge from Paul Monaghan in second place. 
Meanwhile John Bell of Inverclyde won the overall race in an amazing time of 31.06. 



 

Stevie Campbell also secured the V40 championship in the process. Andy’s return allowed 
him to take the V50 championship in his first year. Graham McGrattan had already secured 
the v60 category, and will face good battle to retain it next year with Danny McLaughlin now 
of age. 



 

Claire Monaghan has been improving more than anyone else in the club over the last few 
years. This year, she ran 10 out of the 11 club races and was consistently in the top 3. This 
saw her sit 2 points clear going into the last race ahead of Sandra Campbell. Sandra was 
another one who has succumbed to injury towards the end of the season, which sadly saw 
her fall just shy of making it to the last race. Sue Hewitson has amassed a number of wins 
through the season, but having ran only 6 races she was one race shy of challenging. New 
club member Chloe Simpson had won all 3 club races she had entered in her debut year, and 
ran a cracking 10k PB in the final race to secure a narrow win from Sue. However, Claire 
Monaghan finished the season with another top 3 finish to take home the Woman’s 
Championship. Claire has been brilliant all year and thoroughly deserves her name up on the 
board. 



 

In the woman’s age category championships, Claire was a clear winner in the v35 category. 
Lorna Coyle was able to secure the v45 and v55 titles in another consistent year from her. 

The handicap championship would also be decided on the night. There were 10 runners 
within 10 points of the leader. Stephen Hanley went into the race with a 3 point lead, but was 
off sunning himself in Malta. Probably for the best considering he has some responsibility for 
the handicaps… Robert Dolan also had a chance of winning, just 4 points behind, but he was 
also absent to top up his tan ahead of next season. It was John Stevenson who took full 
advantage with his 6th place finish, picking up 5 points that took him to the top of the 
standings. His second handicap championship victory, showing that consistent running is the 
key. Well done John. 



 

The handicap race was tight between two ladies who both smashed their PBs on the night. 
Fiona MacFarlane ran a fantastic race, and was over the moon with her PB. But it was Chloe 
Simpson who edged it to take home her second trophy of the night. There were also PBs for 
Oliver Reilly and Eric Lindsay, who both must be in contention for the best newcomer award 
this year. 



 

A couple of stats to finish. We had 2 runner who ran all of the races this year. Stevie Campbell 
(a regular ever present) and Stephen Reid who ran them all for the first time. Claire 
Monaghan only missed one, and Callum Gorry was literally just one mile short of doing them 
all! Another great stat is that there were over 110 different harriers that ran in the senior club 
runners, and another 20+ juniors who ran in the mile race. A tremendous turnout. Hopefully 
we see you all for the first race of next year on Saturday 21st September!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scott Strikes Bronze at National 

 

Round-up of a successful weekend for the Harriers who competed in the age group National 
T&F Championships at Grangemouth stadium. 10th & 11th August 2019. With the highlight 
being Scott Hannaway’s brilliant Bronze in the U20 mens 400m. 

Day one at the Scottish National Age Group T&F Championships: 

In the under 15s 300metres Emma Aitken produced the run of the day with a 2 second PB. 
Having only recently started concentrating on the sprint distance, she covered the 300m in 
just 47 seconds, a significant improvement. Ben Campbell also ran well as he recorded a new 
best time by just ½ a second in the 1500m. Francesca McKay was slightly down on her 800m 
best but put in a strong run in a very quick heat. There was disappointment for medal hope 
Harris Morrison, who pulled out at last minute, on advice of the physio with hamstring strain 
he had been suffering with all week. 

300m Emma Aitken 47.49 

1500m Ben Campbell 4.55.09 

800m Francesca McKay 2.55.24 



 

 

 



 

 

Day two at the Scottish National Age Group T&F Championships: 

It was the turn of the under13s & under 20s, and the warm sunny weather from the previous 
day unfortunately didn’t last – but it didn’t stop all  our six under 13 athletes producing their 
fastest ever times. 

1st year girls Sophie, Maria, Summer and Erin gained valuable experience in heat 1 of the 
800metres timed final format. Sophie went out strongly from the start holding onto 3rd place 
throughout with her typical gutsy performance. Maria was more measured in her tactics 
coming through steadily in the 2nd lap to take 4th.  Just behind came Summer and Erin giving 
their all to produce life time bests in their first National final. 

Ava Beaton was in the 4th and quickest of the girls heats, and she kept herself in medal 
contention. At 600m she had forced her way through to 4th place and was closing down on 
the Pitreavie athlete in front, but as her rival picked up the pace in response to the challenge, 
Ava faded slightly in the home straight, but should take great confidence in that she has 
recorded a PB every time she has stepped on the track at 800m this season. 



David Docherty was in the first of the 3 heats of the boys final. It was an impressive run by 
the youngster, lying 3rd at half way, he powered through to win by 20metres on the line. His 
time was the 14th quickest overall. 

The outstanding performance of the day however came from Scott Hannaway in the U20’s 
400metres. He had cruised to a comfortable win in his heat to set up his place in the final, 
where he would be up against formidable opposition in Pitreavie’s, Billy Doyle, and 
Englishman  Hakan Dalbal 7th and 18th quickest respectively in the UK. By the time the final 
came the weather had worsened with the wind picking up and the rain lashing down. Despite 
the conditions Scott was quickly away and into 2nd place, but with the finish line in sight he 
was overtaken by Hakan. But he can go home happy with a National Bronze medal in his first 
year at Under 20 and a time a fraction off his best in terrible conditions. 

400m:  Scott Hannaway  3rd Final 49.75 /  1st Heat 49.91 

800m:  David Docherty 2:34:84 PB 

Ava Beaton  2:30.48    PB 

Sophie McGinty  2:52.07    PB 

Maria McCabe   2:55.86    PB 

Summer Taggart 3:02.17   PB 

Erin McEleny  3:04.50   PB 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Season Finale at Battery Park 
There was a large turnout for the Harriers Bill Elder Road Races with 107 athletes competing 
over the Junior 1km and Senior 10km races. 

It was guest runners who filled the top 3 places in the Men’s race with Inverclyde AC’s John 
Bell in outstanding form with a spectacular 31.06  to take top spot, he was followed by 



Cambuslang’s Alasdair Campbell, and Glasgow University’s Johannes Arens.  But for the home 
clubs Steven Campbell his 4th spot was undoubtedly  more important, as it meant that he 
was to claim the overall GGH Champions title in the final event of the 11 race championship. 

Chloe Simpson smashed  her PB by almost 2 minutes to go under the 40 minute mark to win 
the ladies race, but she was made to work  for her win by Sue Hewitson who also produced 
an outstanding run, beating her best by 84 seconds.  In 3rd was Claire Monaghan, who’s 
consistency throughout the long season ensured her the Harriers ladies overall  champions 
title for 2018-19. 

 

Steven Campbell & Chloe Simpson winners of the Bill Elder Salvers for 1st GGH athletes in the race 

It was a record turnout for the junior 1km race (1 lap of the Battery Park) with U17 athlete 
Harry McGill as expected running clear for the win.  The under 15s were much closer with 
Harris Morrison doing enough to hold off Ben Campbell and Shaun Wiseman.  Ava Beaton 
was quickest girl around the park closely followed by Katie Johnson. It was especially 
encouraging to see 10 of the girls all going under 4 minutes. 

  



 

 

Bill Elder 10K Results: John Bell 31.06, Alasdair Campbell 32.33, Johannes Arens 34.04, 
Steven Campbell 34.24, David Tamburini 34.28, Paul Monaghan 35.15, Daniel Doherty 36.09, 
Andrew White 36.48, Michael McLoone 37.46, Oliver Reilly 38.23, Andrew McCall 38.39, John 
Stevenson 38.42, Alan Henderson 39.09, Gordon Hepburn 39.19, Chloe Simpson 39.31, Gavin 
Morrison 40.07, Chris Jones 40.38, Sue Hewitson 40.42, Chris Watson 40.52, Richard Davidson 
41.17, Andrew Norris 41.24, Stephen Harrison 42.58, Danny McLaughlin 43.46,Joshua Ruddy 



43.54, James McFadden 43.55, Stuart Crawford 44.02, Stephen Reid 44.07, Richard Newsome 
44.20, Ian McKee 44.27, Callum Gorry 44.33, David Ness 45.00, Alan O’Rourke 45.10, Gerry 
Deveney 45.11, David Rafferty 45.23, Claire Monaghan 45.50, Donna Campbell 46.27, Eric 
Lindsey 46.28, Kevin Gill 46.48, Fiona McFarlane 46.58, Jim Cuffe 47.00, James Docherty 47.03, 
Frank McMahon 47.34, Sean McFarlane 47.37, Lorna Coyle 47.55, Mathew Young 48.25, Lisa 
Boonsanong 49.08, Marianne McKay 49.15, Tam Hamilton 50.12, Brian Dando 50.58, Boyd 
McKenzie 51.04, Kenny Scott 51.09, Andrew McQueen 51.29, Gerry Gillespie   52.41, Fiona 
Cushnaghan 53.30, Willie Logan 56.03, Gerry Langan 56.44, Liz McAuslan 58.19, Angela 
Nelson 58.35, Dougie McEwan 58.48, Stuart David Crawford 58.57, Helen Crawford 58.58, 
Alison McSween 61.03, Eddie Devine 62.49,  Emma Sinclair 62.54, Charlotte McKay 64.06, 

Junior 1k Results: Harry McGill 3.01, Harris Morrison 3.15, Ben Campbell 3.18, Sean 
Wiseman 3.22, Ava Beaton 3.24, David Docherty 3.25, Douglas Campbell 3.31, Katie Johnson 
3.32, Euan Johnson 3.33, Leo Beaton 3.43, Ruby McGill 3.44, Abbie Tosh 3.44, Sophie McGinty 
3.45, Emma Aitken 3.47, Francesca McKay 3.49, Connor McCrorey 3.49, Jonathan Lamont 3.49, 
Maria McCabe 3.50, Summer Taggart 3.51, Ruari Trainer 3.53, Erin McEleny 3.56, Sophie 
Campbell 4.03, Oliver Jones 4.11, Anna Docherty 4.16, Olivia Trainer 4.20, Sam Cushnaghan 
4.25, Charlotte Jones 4.26, Sophie Baker 4.26, Tyler Bryce 4.35, Josh Docherty 4.39, Islay 
Newsome 4.39, Aimee McEleny 4.39, Rachel Ruddy 4.40, Stella McCabe 4.41, Ben Mullan 4.47, 
Samantha Lamont 4.54, Beth Docherty 5.08, Ben O’Brien 5.08, Lily Doherty 5.21, Elsie Doherty 
5.38, 

GGH Bill Elder Road Races 
The final race of the 2018-19 GGH Club Championship takes place on Tuesday evening 6th 
August 2019 at the Battery Park, Greenock 
7.15pm start: Juniors: 1km race, 1 lap of the Battery Park. (*Juniors to meet by 6.45pm) 
7.30pm start: Seniors. 10km road race with non-conceding handicap. 



 

Route: Start in the Battery Park at middle gate run in clockwise direction, behind Pavilion and 
leave park at road exit. Turn left and follow cycle path along to Esplanade and container way. 
Turning point is around the clock tower at Customhouse quay. 

Register at Battery Park (middle gate) from 6.30pm – Volunteers required for Registration, 
Marshalling & Time Keeping. 

Please arrive early and bring correct change for race (£1 juniors, £2 seniors/ Guests £4) 

June 10k Races 
Port Glasgow 10k 

The second annual Port Glasgow 10k took place on a new date this year, scheduled on a 
Sunday in June. The weather conditions were much better than last year (although they could 
hardly be any worse!). It was a bright morning, with a stiff breeze into the runners faces on 
the final 2k stretch along the boardwalk. 



 

There was a superb turnout of 41 harriers! Sadly, Chris Mooney could not return to defend 
his inaugural victory from the previous year due to injury. The competition was stiff this year 
too, and Stevie Campbell stuck with the hard pace for 5k before sitting back and easing his 
way to the end to finish 4th overall. 



 

The home favourite Daniel Doherty was only 7 seconds behind Stevie in 5th place as the Port 
Glasgow crowds swelled the pavements to cheer him on! Andrew Osborne was 3rd harrier 
home and finished ahead of Stephen Hanley, with the pair of them having been neck and 
neck at the recent Babcock 10k series. 

Oliver Reilly had to wait another week before getting his sub 39 target and John Stevenson 
worked hard to ensure another sub 40 was in the bag. Young Shaun Wiseman had a cracking 
run in just over 41 minutes, a great time and first under 20! Graham McGrattan produced a 
great sprint finish to take a couple of scalps in the home straight. 



 

Claire Monaghan was first female harrier and 5th overall with a great run of under the 45 
minute mark which was a PB for Claire. It has been a really good season for Claire as she has 
made a big push towards the Glenpark Woman’s Championship which is going down to the 
last race. Donna Campbell was second female harrier and Nicola Stevenson was third, slightly 
hampered by having to wear her dad’s large harriers T shirt! We love the commitment to 
wearing club colours. 



 

Eric Lindsay has been motoring throughout the summer. In his first few months of joining the 
club, he has been storming through PBs at parkrun. At Port Glasgow, he was able to test 
himself over the longer distance and will be really chuffed to dip under the 48 minute mark. 



 

The organisation of the race was superb on the day, with a number of harriers lending a 
hand. A big thank you from the club goes out to the officials. We are all looking forward to the 
third installment next year. 

Results: Steven Campbell 36:40, Daniel Doherty 36:47, Andrew Osborne 37:47, Stephen 
Hanley 38:22, Oliver Reilly 39.18, John Stevenson 39.47, George McCallum 41.13, Shaun 
Wiseman 41.17, Malcolm MacLean 42.59, Stewart Anderson 43.17, Ross Slater 43.31, Graham 
McGrattan 43.52, Ian McKee 44.32, Claire Monaghan 44.56, Stuart Crawford 45.32, Donna 
Campbell 45.37, Stephen Reid 45.38, Bernard Kangley 47.56, Eric Lindsay 47.59, Stuart Austin 



48.20, Nicola Stevenson 48.36, Fiona MacFarlane 48.41, Kevin Gill 48.42, James Campbell 
49.55, Marianne McKay 49.58, Debbie McKenzie 50.46, Jan Duncan 51.13, Gerry Gillespie 
52.57, Lynsey Mooney 53.08, Heather Lafferty 53.08, Graeme Crawford 53.44, Eileen 
Stevenson 54.42, Ian Hanley 55.04, Heather Kangley 55.09, Nathalie Smith 60.11, Elaine 
Medinelli 60.15, Sandra Devine 60.17, Gill Gilmour 62.38, Angeline Austin 72.08, Charlotte 
McKay 74.56, 

 
Clydebank 10k 

On Thursday 13th June, the Clydebank 10k made a return to the early summer race schedule 
for 2019. As part of the previous four race Polaroid series before it wasn’t continued in the 
new three race Babcock series, the course always offered a fast and flat course over two laps 
of the industrial estate and onto the nearby canal path. 

On a cool and calm night ideal for running, two club members travelled over in search of 
good performances to set themselves up for the rest of the season. 

First home for the club in 35th place in a field of around 250 was Duncan Anderson running a 
49 second PB. Last year’s handicap champion has been showing great signs this summer, this 
10k PB following on from a parkrun PB which has been long awaited. Only a couple of places 
behind in the first of three 10ks in just over a week was Oliver Reilly, also in a new PB. After 
joining the club late last year, Oliver has dedicated himself to improving in every race and 
with two excellent marathons behind him in Spring and now a 10k race schedule over the 
summer, we can only see him getting stronger. 

Up at the front, the men’s race was won by Grant Baillie of East Kilbride Athletics Club in 
32.39 with the women’s race being won by Michelle Sandison of Springburn Harriers in a time 
of 35.49. 

Results: Duncan Anderson 38.46, Oliver Reilly 39.02 

 
Brian Goodwin 10k 

The Bellahouston Harriers host one of the most popular 10k races of the summer in Pollock 
Park on a Friday night in June. A stellar field of runners are enticed to the Southside of 
Glasgow with the promise of a free beer and burger (and a fast, flat 10k of course).  The 
course takes runners through Pollock park from Cartha Rugby Club, and loops back to the 
start via the surrounding roads then repeating the 5k loop. 



 

Stephen Hanley was first back for the club, achieving his 4th 10k PB in the space of 5 weeks, 
following on from a hattrick of PBs at the Babcock 10k series. He managed to reduce his PB 
from 391.4 to 36.32 in that time frame. Oliver Reilly also left Pollock delighted, as he managed 
to break that 39 minute barrier that he had been searching for in the last few weeks! A good 
bit of healthy competition for these guys has worked a treat with a string of PBs. Duncan 
Anderson followed on with another solid run, but wasn’t quite able to match his great time at 
Clydebank. 



 

George McCallum used the race as a nice warm up before he headed north the next day to 
tackle the Rob Roy Challenge. It was great to see Marian Monk back racing again. The two 
time lady champion has seen her season disrupted by injury but was back to take on one of 
her favourite races. She finished ahead of Marianne McKay and Fiona MacFarlane who had a 
great battle for 2nd and 3rd female harrier home. 



 

Results: Stephen Hanley 36.34, Oliver Reilly 38.40, Duncan Anderson 39.27, George McCallum 
40.12, Marian Monk 45.56, Marianne McKay 49.02, Fiona MacFarlane 49.04 

Loch Lomond 10k 

The Loch Lomond 10k (formerly known as the Vale of Leven 10k) took on a slightly altered 
course this year. The hill through Balloch Country Park was removed and a flatter course 
routed itself along the banks of the canal through Balloch. 

There was a great turnout from Glenpark Harriers making the short trip across the water on a 
sunny Saturday morning. Paul Monaghan took full advantage of the good weather and new 
course, and finished 3rd overall in 34.40, and narrowly missed out to Paul Sorrie in 2nd by 2 
seconds. Andrew Osborne finished just ahead of Mick McLoone who were 2nd and 3rd 
harriers respectively. 



 

Donna Campbell edged out Claire Monaghan for first female harriers but both picked up 
prizes in the vets categories. Terri Wall was third female harrier in just over 50 minutes. The 
bright red T shirts that were handed out to the competitors were very well received, with 6 of 
the runners turning up to the following Monday night hill session wearing them! 



 

Results: Paul Monaghan 34.40, Andrew Osborne 37.28, Mick McLoone 37.46, Donna Campbell 
45.17, Claire Monaghan 45.32, Bernard Kangley 47.54, James Campbell 49.36, Terri Wall 
50.05, John Carruthers 52.51, Fiona Cushnaghan 53.13, Heather Kangley 53.25, Angela Nelson 
57.45, Elaine Medinelli 58.08, Sandra Devine 60.17 

 
Bill Elder 10k 2019 

Just a reminder to all members and interested others, this year’s season ending Bill Elder 10k 
takes place on Tuesday 6th August at 7.30pm. Start and registration at the middle gate of the 
Battery Park.  Lets try and get a smashing turnout from the club to close this season. All 
visitors welcome, entry is just £2 for members and £4 for guests. What a bargain! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Course Records Smashed on Bute 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Shaun Lyon and Chloe Simpson were on top form to win Greenock Glenpark Harriers 
Singlehurst trail race. They set new course records with both taking a minute off the previous 
bests. 

The club had returned to the Isle of Bute for the 3rd year, and were again blessed with warm 
sunshine. The senior 5km race started at Kingarth then headed down to the village of 
Kilchattan. The runners then turned on to the West Island Way trail, before reaching the sting 
in the tail, a 400 feet steep climb up Suidhe Chatain. 

At this point Shaun Lyon and Steven Campbell were together, with Daniel Doherty battling 
hard to stay on terms. And again last year’s winner Steven made his bid for the win on the 
climb, opening up a gap on Shaun, but unlike last year it wasn’t to be as local man Shaun 
regained the lead on the descent, and was to hold on comfortably at the end from Steven, 
with Daniel back in 3rd. 

Chloe Simpson making her debut at this race coped well with the steep climb to stay clear of 
Nicola Stevenson who also dipped under the previous course record. Claire Monaghan was 
3rd with an impressive 2 ½ minute improvement on last year. 

The Junior race followed, with 9 youngsters contesting the ½ mile road race. Summer Taggart- 
in yet another course record, went clear of Erin McEleny on the long gradual climb to the 
finish with Leah Knox in 3rd place.  It was excellent performances all round with 5 of those 
who ran last year’s race all improving, none more significantly that Connie Dolan who was 
almost 2 minutes quicker. 

A special thanks to Shaun Lyon and his family for hosting the race and providing 
refreshments in the beautiful setting looking onto Kilchattan bay. 



800m Junior Race: Summer Taggart 3.08, Erin McEleny 3.13, Leah Knox 3.22, Aimee McEleny 
3.53, Isla Newsome 4.03, Zak Dolan 4.19, Shaun Newsome 4.50, Elsie Doherty 5.13, Connie 
Dolan 6.03. 

5km Senior Race: Shaun Lyon 18.19, Steven Campbell 19.07, Daniel Doherty 19.32, Wes 
Pattison 19.38, John Stevenson 21.54, Robert Dolan 22.17, Danny McLaughlin 23.54, Stephen 
Reid 23.54, Chloe Simpson 24.03, Richard Newsome 24.35, Nicola Stevenson 25.01, Frank 
McMahon 25.20, Matthew Young 25.41, Claire Monaghan 25.43, Callum Gorry 25.49, Marian 
Monk 26.11, Lucas Bezian 26.20, Cheryl Thomas 26.30, Lorna Coyle 26.35, Marianne McKay 
27.38, Lynsey Mooney 30.43, Jane Dolan 31.26, Silke Loehdorf 31.53, Sharon Black 33.29, 
Charlotte McKay39.43, 

 May Review 

National 5k Championships – Silverknowes, Edinburgh 

The national 5k championship is held on the Esplanade at Silverknowes in Edinburgh each 
year. Despite the travel and it being the day before the Willie Jukes club race, 3 harriers 
headed through for the event. It is a fast and flat course if the wind behaves itself, which it 
sort of did on the night. 

 

Harry McGill smashed his 5k PB with a storming run of 15.45. Shaun Lyon was not far behind 
at all, and also managed to dip under the 16 minute mark. Paul Monaghan made up the trio 
and was just under 17 minutes. The latter 2 dusted themselves down and put in strong 
showings at the club 5 miler the next day, with Shaun winning the race! 



Results: Harry McGill 15.45, Shaun Lyon 15.52, Paul Monaghan 16.55 

Mull of Knityre 10k and Half Marathon 

The Mull of Kintyre running festival is a popular destination for spring holidays that take in a 
couple of local races. Malcolm McLean and Liz McAuslan ran in the 10k race. Whilst not being 
a PB route, it’s a lovely place to run in. 

 

Robert Dolan tackled the half marathon and finished within the top 10. Whilst his eldest son 
Jude claimed the victory in the 14-15 age race. 



 

Results: 
10k: Malcolm McLean 46.10, Liz McAuslan 59.24 
Half Marathon: Robert Dolan 89.01 (9th) 

Edinburgh Marathon Festival 

The Edinburgh marathon festival provides our runners with an easily accessible venue for a 
spring half or full marathon. The routes from Edinburgh city centre takes the runners out east 
towards Mussellbrough and beyond.Eileen Stevenson completed her 6th marathon in a great 
time of 4.40. Eileen was cheered on by her family, where husband John and eldest daughter 
Nicola both completed the half marathon before venturing back out to cheer Eileen home! 



 

Oliver Reilly completed his second marathon in as many months and managed to dip under 
the 3 1/2 hour mark once again. Somehow, Oliver was also able to run the Chisholm Mile in 
close to 5 minutes a few days later! Madness.One draw back of the half marathon is the 8am 
starting time. 

Robert Wilson was caught by this early wake up call this year, he started about half an hour 
late and started to catch the trailing pack of runners from 1 mile to the end. A lot of ducking, 
diving and weaving ensued before Robert still managed to break 90 minutes, but probably 
ran over 14 miles! A disaster of a day but probably a good story to tell in a few years… 

Results: 
Marathon: Oliver Reilly 3.25.13, Eileen Stevenson 4.40.53 
Half Marathon: John Stevenson 1.25.54, Nicola Stevenson 1.48.48, Robert Wilson 1.27.20 

Whangie Whizz Hill Race 

Harriers continued to turn up in great number for the hill racing calendar. This one near 
Carbeth is touted as a great introduction to the hill racing scene!Andy McCall was first back 



for harriers just ahead of training pal Daniel Doherty. Mick done won the battle of the v60s 
against Danny McLaughlin as he continues his training for an iron man! 

 

Great to see so many of our ladies out again, just like at Kaim the previous month. Great 
team photo too! 

Results: Andrew McCall 34.58, Daniel Doherty 36.11, Mick Dunn 40.50, Danny McLaughlin 
42.43, Stephen Reid 44.40, Nicola Stevenson 46.02, Cheryl Thomas 47.13, Eileen Stevenson 
58.12, Angela Nelson 63.52, Sandra Devine 67.44, Elaine Medinelli 68.05 

Ben Lomond Hill Race 

The other notable hill race last month was the tough climb up Ben Lomond, the popular local 
munro. Andrew McCall was first back again in under 90 minutes, 2 minutes quicker than last 
year. Robert Wilson Jnr and Danny McLaughlin were not far behind. Helen Ridley had a great 
run too and found herself just outside the top 10 ladies. 

Results: Andrew McCall 89.01, Robert Wilson Jnr 93.31, Danny McLaughlin 95.09, Helen Ridley 
1.45.13 

Kintyre Way Ultra 

Paul Monaghan lined up for his first official ultra at the Kintyre Way. Paul runs ultra distances 
for fun in training, but this was his debut with a vest and number. The route takes runners 
from Tarbert to Campbell town, a 32 mile run through varying terrain. 



 

Bishopbriggs Triathlon 

Danny McLaughlin completed the Bishopbriggs sprint triathlon in just over 1 hour 17. Pretty 
good considering he forgot half his gear and had to borrow it before the start! He still looks to 
be going strong on the bike though in this picture. Well done Danny! 



 

Land O’ Burns 10k 

Viki Smith was very close to breaking her targeted 50 minute goal at this 10k in Ayr, but fell 
just 11 seconds shy. Plenty more opportunities as the 10k season gets into full swing! 

Arisaig Running Festival 

Lorna Coyle, Ross Neilson and Juliane Neilson all ran in the 10k at the Road to the Isles 
Running Festival in Mallaig. The route was quite tough with mixed terrain, hills and a few 
extra hundred metres at the end! Ross and Lorna both finished first in their age categories, 
with Ross coming 5th overall. 

Results: Ross Neilson 45.05, Lorna Coyle 51.27, Juliane Neilson 73.21 



 

 

Records Tumble at T&F Championships 
It was fantastic performances all round as the young Greenock Glenpark Harriers contested 
their Track & Field Championships at Ravenscraig Stadium. In blazing sunshine, 46 athletes 
competed over 100m, 600/800m, 300m and Long Jump. There were big improvements in 
performances in all the events from last year, testament to the hard work put in by the 
youngsters and their coaches. Highlighted by the fact that 30 Championship records were 
broken over the 35 events. 



 

 

In the under 9’s Beth Docherty was the dominant girl winning all 3 track races but was 
pushed into 2nd by Aimee McEleny in the long jump. Jonathan Lamont was impressive in the 
distance events, but in the 100m sprint Samuel Cushnaghan took the honours with Murray 
Brown winning the long jump. 



 

 

In the under 11’s Summer Taggart was impressive striking gold 3 times, with Erin McEleny out 
leaping her to stop the clean sweep; while the boys’ gold medals were split evenly between 
Leo Beaton and Douglas Campbell. 



 

 

Under 13’s Ava Beaton and Ben Campbell were unstoppable on the track, but were out leapt 
by Sophie Campbell and David Docherty in the long jump. 



 

 

In the under 15 age group Harris Morrison showed his all-round ability by winning the 4 boys 
events. Emma Aitken blasted away from the field to win the 100m, Abbie Tosh made it a 
double by winning the 300 & 800metres with Francesca McKay gaining success in the Jump. 



 

Scott Hannaway made it looked effortlessly as he cruised to victory in both the 100m and 
400m taking just 11 and 53 seconds. His 2nd place in the Shot Putt to Mark Magee sealed 
enough points to win the overall Senior T&F title. 

Babcock 10k Series 2019 
This year marked the third year of the now Babcock sponsored 10k event series in May that 
has always been popular with our Harriers over the years. The series sees runners tackle 
Thursday night 10ks in Helensburgh and Dumbarton, and then the final even on a Sunday in 
Glasgow Green (Shettleston). 

Helensburgh 10k 

The first event took place in Helensburgh and followed the same route from Hermitage 
Academy heading west and encompassing many parts of the town. The conditions on the 
night were ideal, very little wind and mild temperatures. The route has a few short hills, but 
overall it is condjusive to fast times. 



 

The fastest of those from the Harriers was Shaun Lyon, finishing in 5th overall and dipping 
under the 33 minute mark. This was Shaun’s second fastest ever time for 10k and his fastest 
for a few years, an excellent run. Stevie Campbell was 12th overall and 1st V40. Andrew White 
wasn’t far behind in 14th and first V50. Wes Pattison was 4th back for the harriers in a great 
time of 35.21. 

Andrew Osborne and Stephen Hanley ran most of the race together. With Andrew returning 
from injury, he was able to pace Stephen for a PB of 37.24, taking almost 2 minutes off of his 
PB. Andrew was also happy with his run, with pacing duties allowing him to run a bit harder 
than he had planned. 

Malcolm McLean ran well in just over 42 minutes and John Carruthers was able to take time 
off of his time from last year’s race. 



 

The overall winner was able to break the 30 minute mark! It was a high quality field but many 
of the elites were biding their time for the west districts at Dumbarton the following week. 

Results: Shaun Lyon 32.59, Steven Campbell 33.59, Andrew White 34.04, Wes Pattison 35.21, 
Stephen Hanley 37.24, Andrew Osborne 37.37, Malcolm McLean 42.22, John Carruthers 52.14 

Dumbarton 10k 

Dumbarton AC are celebrating their 100th anniversary this year and to commemorate the 
occasion, they hosted the west district 10k championship at their annual race. Each runner on 
the night also got a great free t shirt as well! 

The Dumbarton 10k was traditionally the fastest of the old series of 4 races, with a mostly flat 
course and less twists than the others. It could be argued that Shettleston is the fastest of the 
new series, with Clydebank and Vale of Leven running under separate organisers now. 



 

The route follows a part of the popular Balloch to Clydebank half as it takes the cycle path 
east before turning back towards the town, with a finishing with a loop of the town and a 
short twist into the finish. Weather conditions not quite as ideal this week with a stiff breeze 
swirling around and hitting the runners a number of times. 

Steven Campbell continued his V40 haul with a great run of 34.08 to claim 3rd in the category 
in a stacked field. Andy White was first V50 again, in a 40s slower time this week reflecting the 
difficulties faced by the conditions. Wes Pattison was able to shave 2 seconds off of his time 
from the previous week! 

Stephen Hanley was buoyed by his PB the previous week and went off harder this week, and 
was able to hold on to secure another PB of 37.07. Andrew Osborne was very similar in time 
to his previous week. John Stevenson ran well and broke the 39 minute mark. 



 

Oliver Reilly smashed his 10k PB and broke the 40 minute mark for the first time. Oliver has 
been smashing PBs all over the place for a few months now and is a great example of what 
the structured running training can do for you. 

It was good to see Alan O’Rourke back out racing and John Carruthers wasn’t far off his time 
from the previous week. Fiona Cushnaghan was the sole female harrier on the night and was 
happy with her time, dipping just under 53 minutes. 

Results: Steven Campbell 34.08, Andrew White 34.44, Wes Pattison 35.20, Stephen Hanley 
37.07, Andrew Osborne 37.41, John Stevenson 38.57, Oliver Reilly 39.17, Malcolm McLean 
43.35, Alan O’Rourke 45.26, John Carruthers 52.34, Fiona Cushnaghan 52.56 

Shettleston 10k 

The final race if the series takes place in Glasgow Green. A predominantly flat route offers the 
opportunity for fast times, but two short downhill zigzags can kill momentum. The weather 
on the day was far from ideal, with a strong southerly wind particularly noticeable at the far 
end of the race as runners cross the footbridge towards Shawfield Stadium. 



 

Shaun Lyon was back for this one and produced another great run in 33.22 to place 7th 
overall. Shaun was bitterly disappointed to miss the Dumbarton race as he would have had a 
real chance of picking up an overall prize for the series. 

 



Stevie Campbell collected another first place V40 prize for the race, holding off Paul Sorrie of 
Shettleston by just 4 seconds! A very successful few weeks for Stevie. Wes Pattison was 3rd 
back for the club in 35.37, showing real consistency over the series. 

 

Stephen Hanley made it 3 PBs in a row for the series but was left agonisingly close to sub 37 
by just one second! Still a great run of PBs after a hard few months training. 



 

There was a good crowd up running at Glasgow Green on a fairly miserable morning. 
Hopefully see more harriers out running these sort of races as the summer season continues. 

Results: Shaun Lyon 33.22, Steven Campbell 34.28, Wes Pattison 35.37, Stephen Hanley 37.01, 
Andrew Osborne 38.02, George McCallum 40.22, Alan O’Rourke 44.11, David Carruthers 55.55 

There have been a lot of other races in the month of May, so keep an eye out on the website 
in the coming week for a review of these races. Just a quick reminder to members to include 
our full club name when registering for official races, it makes it easier to find everyones 
result online. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Young Harriers Run in the Sun 

 

It was fantastic performances all round as the young Greenock Glenpark Harriers contested 
their Track & Field Championships at Ravenscraig Stadium. In blazing sunshine, 46 athletes 
competed over 100m, 600/800m, 300m and Long Jump. There were big improvements in 
performances in all the events from last year, testament to the hard work put in by the 
youngsters and their coaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Young Harriers Top of the Class 

 

 

Scott Hannaway, Harry McGill and Harris Morrison were Glenpark Harriers ‘Hat trick Hares’ at 
the Scottish Schools Track & Field Championships, with all three winning National medals. 

Scott had an incredible double success claiming the 200m and 400m titles at Grangemouth 
stadium. On the first day of the championships he lined up for the final of the one lap sprint 
as one of the favourites for the title. And true to form Scott was soon moving ahead of the 
competition as the race developed on the back straight. As the athletes negotiated the final 



bend Scott was in front and continued to flow down the home straight to claim his first 
Scottish Schools title. 

Shortly after Scott’s victory Harry McGill took to the demands of the 3,000m. As had been the 
case in recent races Harry was among the leaders for the first few laps before striking for 
home. The increased pace soon separated the field, Harry then opened up a gap from the 
chasing pack which proved vital as he to strode confidently to the 3,000m title and the second 
Gold of the championships for the young harriers. 

On day 2 Harris Morrison contested the 800m final after progressing through his heat the day 
before. Running a mature first lap he was positioned outside the leaders, however moving 
through the gears on the back straight Harris began his assault for the title.  With every stride 
he began passing the athletes in front of him reaching the home straight in fourth place. 
Another change of gear and an excited crowd saw Harris soon into 2nd place and getting 
closer to the leader with both crossing the line within half second of each other; and a well-
deserved visit to the podium to collect his silver medal and a new lifetime best by some 4 
seconds. 

Scott Hannaway then took to the final of the 200m in determined fashion. An electric start 
saw Scott close the gap on the athletes outside him and lead the race into the home straight; 
relaxing into top speed Scott held off the chasing pack to claim his second title and a lifetime 
best. 

Ava Beaton had a superb performance in the 800m but was unfortunate to miss out on a 
place in the final. But she had the consolation of a superb PB of 2.32mins, a time that places 
her in the top 10 in Scotland. 

Also competing were Shaun Wiseman, Abbie Tosh, Ben Campbell and Emma Aitken who all 
performed exceptionally well in their first National outdoor Championships. 

This is no overnight success for the youngsters, but from years of hard work and dedication. 
In particular Harry and Scott, the more senior of the juniors competing this weekend. 

Harry joined Glenpark Harriers in 2011 as a young 8 year old, and has steadily progressed, 
with this year finally achieving his first national titles and also representing Scotland at 
International level. 

While Scott 4 years ago this week, as a young novice, did the sprint double at the Inverclyde 
schools championships. Now after development and continual improvement he is now a 
double National Schools Champion. 

Importantly not forgetting the support the athletes get from the coaching teams, their 
families, and all the training groups who all contribute massively in a team effort for their 
individual successes. 

 

Chisholm Mile 2019 Report 



The annual lung bursting mile race took place on the Esplanade last week. 107 runners came 
along to test themselves over a rarely ran distance. As always, the club were down on the 
Esplanade early to test the wind direction, and it was decided to start the runners at the west 
end of the splash to run towards Greenock with a good steady wind at their back. 

 

Inverclyde’s Cameron Watson took the victory in the open race with a superb run of 4.12, the 
fastest we have seen in the race for a few years. Harry McGill was first Harrier home in a 
superb time of 4.26, taking 4th overall spot a mere 2 seconds behind experienced Inverclyder 
Mark Pollard. Shaun Lyon was not far behind in 4.31, beating his 2017 time by 1 second. Alan 
Mollins had a storming run of 4.38 to take third spot. 



 

Steven Campbell staked his claim in the race towards this years club championship with a PB 
run in 4th spot. Steven is now just 1 point behind Andrew White in the standings, as Andrew 
had to watch from the sidelines due to a slight injury. Stephen Hanley continued his recent 
run of PBs in 5th place, breaking the 5 minute mark for the first time and taking 18 seconds 
off of his PB in 4.53. 

 

Harris Morrison and Josh Ruddy were the final two harriers able to dip under the 5 minute 
mark. A great run from Harris as he is still in the U13 bracket! Josh managed to take a vital 
couple of seconds off of his time from last year. Neil Lafferty was robbed of sub 5 by running 
it right on the number, unlucky Neil! 



 

The leading Harrier girls had a storming race right to the line. It was Katie Johnson who just 
pipped her friend Ava Beaton to take the title, and her first senior race victory! There was 
nothing between the two of them and veteran (relatively) Sue Hewitson who had a superb 
run to finish third. Sue puts herself right in the frame for the woman’s championship with 
those 8 points, it’s also going to go right down to the wire! The overall ladies race was won by 
Kilbarchan’s Elspeth Curran in a superb time of 4.43! A quick look at the Runbritain rankings 
for female miles this year, that time gets in the top 10. Inverclyde’s Nynke Mulholland was the 
other female under 5 mins with a great run of 4.50. 



 

Katie Johnson becomes the second female junior member to win a senior race this season, 
and the other one was Ruby McGill and it was she who managed to be the only other Harrier 
female to dip under 6 minutes. Claire Monaghan was able to pick up some more points in the 
race for the championship with a great run in 6.18 with Cheryl Thomas not far behind in 6.22, 
both great runs. It was however the juniors who were dominant with other fast runs from 
Abbie Tosh, Summer Taggart, Francesca McKay and Erin McEleny. It should be noted that Erin 
was able to easily beat her Mum by almost 30 seconds! 



 

There were some great runs by other junior boys who were showing their senior 
counterparts how it is done. Jude Dolan, Ben Campbell and Shaun Wiseman all in the low 5 
minutes mark. Further up the field there were great runs from Euan Johnson and Cameron 
Crawford. Some of the senior who are new to the mile race found out the hard way that you 
need to get off to a good start! Oliver Reilly and Owen Atkinson ran great times but could 
have been closer to that elusive 5 minute mark if they had been braver on the start line! 
Oliver’s time has to be commended just 2 days after Edinburgh Marathon. 



 

The turnout of runners was eclipsed by the fantastic turnout of supporters and volunteers. A 
big thanks to all of the volunteers who made the event run so smoothly. Especially to Stevie 
McLoone who got everyone to know their role and put them in their correct positions, from 
timekeepers to tape holders, they all played their part! Thanks also to our race sponsor 
Inverclyde Leisure. It’s a great sight seeing the mass of runners fly down the Esplanade once a 
year, look forward to next year already! 

Results (Harriers in bold): Cameron Watson 4:12, Finlay Murray 4:17, Mark Pollard 
4:24, Harry McGill 4:26, Shaun Lyon 4:31, Alan Mollins 4:38, Stuart Kerr 4:38, Peter Tucker 
4:40, John Hammerman 4:42, Elspeth Curran 4:43, Steven Campbell 4:45, Nynke Mulholland 
4:50, Stephen Hanley 4:53, Dylan Crawford 4:56, Jason Kane 4:56, Harris Morrison 
4:57, Joshua Ruddy 4:58, Colin Morrison 4:59, Neil Lafferty 5:00, Robert Wilson 5:03, Jude 
Dolan 5:04, Graeme Gemmell 5:06, Stuart Hodge 5:06, Owen Atkinson 5:12, Oliver Reilly 
5:12, Robert Grey Jnr 5:13, Chloe Simpson 5:13, Ben Campbell 5:19, Chris Watson 
5:21, Shaun Wiseman 5:25, David Roberts 5:2, David Docherty 5:29, George McCallum 
5:35, Gavin Morrison 5:36, Michael Finley 5:38, Katie Johnson 5:39, Ava Beaton 5:40, Sue 
Hewitson 5:41, Stewart Anderson 5:42, Graham McGrattan 5:43, Gordon Ritchie 
5:47, Robert Grey Snr 5:48, Douglas Campbell 5:49, Shona Doherty 5:49, Euan Johnson 
5:51, Stephen Reid 5:52, Richard Newsome 5:55, Ian McKee 5:57, Ruby McGill 5:59, Leo 
Beaton 6:02, Micky Dunn 6:04, Steven Smith 6:06, Alan O’Rourke 6:07, Sean McFarlane 
6:09, Robin McAuslan 6:10, Alan Munro 6:12, Jason McInally 6:12, Cameron Beck 
6:13, Cameron Crawford 6:14, Abbie Tosh 6:15, Connor McCrorey 6:15, Claire Monaghan 
6:18, Summer Taggart 6:21, Francesca McKay 6:22, Cheryl Thomas 6:22, Eleanor Connelly 
6:23, Erin McEleny 6:26, Emma Aitken 6:26, Leah Knox 6:27, Sophie Campbell 6:29, Jack 
Singleton 6:32, Eric Lindsay 6:34, Michael Connelly 6:36, Maria McCabe 6:40, Donna 



Campbell 6:41, Nathan Adams 6:47, Lynsey Mooney 6:48, James Campbell 6:50, Ruari 
Trainer 6:51, Alex Patterson 6:52, Marianne McKay 6:53, Neil Thompson 6:53, Fiona 
McFarlane 6:54, David Benstead 7:01, Boyd McKenzie 7:03, Debbie McKenzie 7:07, Olivia 
Trainer 7:09, David Gemmell 7:14, Grant Munro 7:17, Heather Lafferty 7:17, Alex 
Wiseman 7:19, Sarah Jane Whalen 7:26, Nathan McCorkindale 7:29, Angela Nelson 
7:33, Aimee McEleny 7:35, Elaine Medinelli 7:41, Beth Doherty 7:56, Stella McCabe 
8:00, Jack Campbell 8:02, Sandra Devine 8:08, Isly Newsome 8:09, Kurt McGill 
8:11, Abbigael Crawford 8:23, Matthew Ross 8:33, Charlotte McKay 8:38, Finlay 
McKeegan 8:42, Newton Robertson 8:57 

Chisholm Mile 2019 Results 
The results from last night’s Chisholm Mile can be found in the link below. Well done to all 
107 athletes who took part. We must say a huge thank you to all of the volunteers on the 
night who made the event run smoothly, and to our race sponsors Inverclyde Leisure. 

A full report will be up on the website later this week. Well done to our winners on the night, 
Cameron Watson and Elspeth Curran, and to our first GGH athletes Harry McGill and Katie 
Johnson! 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Cornalees Hill Senior Race 2019 
The 2019 Harriers Hill race took place on the same day as the West District Junior Hill Race. 
The race route was the same as previous year’s senior hill race but cut slightly short to follow 
the same 7k route that the juniors were running. The runners started at Woodstock road and 
headed fir the hills, crossing the cut and following the stoney road to the cairn before flying 
back down to the start. The seniors were set off one minute before the juniors, but it didn’t 
take long for the kids to catch many their elders! 

Shaun Lyon has made a rousing comeback in recent weeks, following on from his great run at 
the Boston Marathon. He was able to claim victory for the second club race in a row, with a 
strong run, which featured a stirring downhill section where he claimed all of the downhill 
crowns on Strava! Stevie Campbell was not far behind at all, as he makes a continued return 
to his best form to put in a late challenge for this year’s senior championship which looks to 
be going down to the wire. 

 

Paul Monaghan filled out the podium positions holding off guest runner Mark 
Nightingale.Mark’s run was impressive given that he had hill specialist Andy McCall breathing 
down his neck as he finished just 3 seconds behind. 



 

Sue Hewitson claimed victory in the ladies race to put her name in the mix for the ladies 
championship title. This title will also go right down to the wire with a number of names in 
the mix and only 3 races to go. Marian Monk returned at last month’s Willie Jukes and it was 
great to see her claim second on the hills as she makes a comeback. 

 

Cheryl Thomas claimed third place ahead of fellow hill running buddy Marianne McKay, both 
having recently been training on much more severe hills than this! 



 

Elsewhere in the race there were great runs from Danny McLaughlin and first time hill runner 
Oliver Reilly. Callum Gorry made himself one of only 3 club runners who can claim a clean 
sweep of all 11 races this season which is great to see. There were over 20 runners tackling 
the course on the day, with many more volunteering their help for this race and the junior 
race which was great! 



 

There are just 3 more races in the club championship to go. Starting with tomorrow night’s 
Chisholm Mile on the Esplanade. The weather is looking good and a favourable westerly wind 
is forecast, so it’ll be great to see a big crowd of runners, volunteers and supporters out to 
enjoy it! Its only a mile…. 



 

Results: Shaun Lyon 28.21, Steven Campbell 28.43, Paul Monaghan 30.24, Mark Nightingale 
(guest) 30.34, Andrew McCall 30.37, Daniel Doherty 30.58, Tim Griffin (guest) 32.49, Danny 
McLaughlin 34.56, Oliver Reilly 35.43, Mickey Dunn 35.58, Sue Hewitson 36.46, Richard 
Davidson 37.27, David Ness 39.39, Stephen Reid 39.39, Marian Monk 40.39, Cheryl Thomas 
41.21, Claire Monaghan 42.11, Marianne McKay 42.21, Lorna Coyle 43.22, Callum Gorry 46.24, 
Boyd MacKenzie 47.03, Simon Hutton 57.55 



 

Harriers to Host Chisholm Mile 

 



Tuesday 28th May 2019 Chisholm Mile, Greenock esplanade 7.30pm start. 
Please note there will be NO training at Notre Dame on this evening. 
1 mile road race along the Greenock Esplanade for ALL juniors and Seniors. 
Direction of the race will be decided on the night. Race will be run with wind behind runners. 
– Weather Forecast means it is likely to start at Boat club end of Esplanade. 

Registration is at the start from 6.15pm to 7.00pm. 

*Runners please note that you have to register at race start on the Esplanade from 6.15pm to 
7.00pm. Junior Entry is £1 Adults £2, Please bring correct money 

Local success at National Hill Race Championships held in 
Greenock 
 Scottish Junior Hill Race Championships, Greenock, Sun 19th May 2019. 

Pictures of race; thanks to Kenny Phillips : Kenny Phillips FaceBook Pics 

 

It was success for Glenpark Harriers Ben Campbell and Harry McGill at the Scottish Junior Hill 
running Championships, where the pair made home advantage count, at the event being 
held in Greenock for the very first time. 

In the under 17 men’s 7km race , Harry’s tactic of starting cautiously on the climb was to pay 
off, as a flying descent pushed him into the lead to win from Lasswade’s Henriksen to take his 
first National title by 30 seconds. 



In the under 15’s 4km race  East Lothian’s Angus Wright – Also a National cross country 
champion – was impressive as he went well clear of the chasing pack. That pack was led by 
Ben Campbell who made the most of his long stride to just keep clear to claim Silver. Alex 
Wiseman with a 2 minute improvement on last year finished in 9th. 

Ava Beaton was first of the 6 Harriers back off the hill, agonisingly just one place away from a 
medal but she along with Katie Johnson and Francesca McKay can take great confidence from 
the massive improvements in their times in the last 12months. A special mention to Sophie 
Campbell who continues to improve with every race. 

In a high quality Under 20s race won by Garscube’s Jack Trainer, the Harriers Alan Mollins ran 
strongly to finish a creditable 7th. 

The Championship races were preceded by the under 13s who had a tough little 1200metre 
run from Woodstock road up to the “Cut” and back down. The field was mostly made up from 
runners from the two local clubs, and there were amazing performances from all of the 
youngsters taking part. 

David Docherty was denied on the line as county rival Calan Chong from Giffnock just held 
him off by a stride, with Douglas Campbell a few seconds further behind. 

Inverclyde’s Iris Paterson had a much more comfortable win, 20 seconds clear of Fife’s Freya 
Hedley, with Erin McEleny in 3rd winning the battle of the Glenpark Girls. 

The prestigious event attracted runners from all over the country from Stornaway, Gala in the 
Borders and Aberdeen. 

Thanks to all the volunteers from Inverclyde Athletic Club and Greenock Glenpark Harriers for 
marshalling and timekeeping, and putting in all the preparation work required for hosting 
the  successful Championships. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 Willie Jukes Road Race 2019 

Every year, Greenock Glenpark Harriers travel in numbers across the Clyde to Dunoon to pay 
tribute to one of our past members, Willie Jukes. The annual 5 mile road race takes place in 
his home town in his memory. This year there were 42 senior runners and 40 junior runners 
taking part. Great to see such a turnout and the Jukes family were very welcoming as always. 

The race itself heads South from the West Bay promenade and runners are turned back for 
home at the half way point. A fast and flat route which is ideal for chasing good 5 mile times. 
The conditions were cool with a decent breeze to contend with on the way back (as always 
seems to be the case!) 



 

The men’s race was very high quality, with the top four runners all finishing in under 27.30. 
The pack was solid through 6k before Shaun Lyon, unperturbed from his great 5k race the 
night before, broke away to take the victory. Shaun’s legs clearly had recovered in time as he 
posted the fasted time on the route since Stephen Trainer broke 26 minutes five years ago. 
The chasing pack battled for second with Steven Campbell breaking clear to take second, a 
real return to form for the former club champion going into the summer season. Paul 
Monaghan ran the 5k in Friday night, but he edged out Andy White for 3rd with both men just 
1 week after excellent marathon efforts. 

 



New member Wes Pattison was 5th in his club race with local junior runner Alan Mollins in 
6th. Elsewhere in the men’s race there was a PB over 5 miles for Stephen Hanley, with Callum 
Gorry, Eddie Devine and another new member in Eric Lindsay. Eric has been doing the 
sessions since the turn of the year and has taken over 6 minutes off of his parkrun time since 
then! Superb stuff. 

 

The ladies race was just as competitive as the mens. Donna Campbell lead from the start but 
Claire Monaghan paced it brilliantly to nip in from with little over half a kilometre to go to 
claim victory. Claire continues her brilliant running and puts herself right in the frame for the 
wide open ladies championship alongside Donna and Sandra Campbell who finished in 3rd 
on her return from injury. Elsewhere in the ladies race there were great runs from Sharon 
Black, Dannie Seddon and Debbie McKenzie. New members Elaine Medinelli and Angela 
Nelson swapped the hills for the flat in their first club race outing, both running well. 



 

The handicap race saw Graeme Crawford claiming his second handicap victory in 18 months, 
this time having to wait until the maths had been done back in the pub! Dannie Seddon and 
Claire Monaghan shared second place in a dead heat. Overall, 37/42 runners finished with 3 
minutes of their assigned predicted time, showing great consistency across the field. The 
handicap championship now has only one race to go, the Bill Elder 10k in August. Stephen 
Hanley picked up 4 points on Saturday to take a 3 point lead (complaints on a postcard!) The 
table below shows everyone who can catch him, so get training hard! 

Stephen Hanley 20 

John Stevenson 17 

Robert Dolan Jr 17 

Paul Monaghan 16 

Graeme Crawford 15 

Steven Campbell 14 

Alan Mollins 13 



Claire Monaghan 12 

Chris Jones 11 

Kevin Gill 11 

Nicola Stevenson 11 

Paul Beaton 11 

Steven Smith 10 

There’s not long to go until you can get your fill of another GGH club race, with this year’s hill 
race on Sunday 19th May. It would be great to see a big turnout of runners there to support 
the event and all our juniors who are running the Scottish trials at the same time. After that, 
it’s the lung bursting Chisholm Mile on Tuesday 29th May. 102 different GGH members have 
ran races this season which is superb, let’s see how high we can get that number to! 

 

Results: Shaun Lyon 26:56, Stevie Campbell 27:11, Paul Monaghan 27:17, Andrew White 
27:24, Allan Mollins 28:23, Wes Pattison 28:35, Daniel Doherty 29:24, Stephen Hanley 30:14, 
Neil Lafferty 31:05, Duncan Anderson 31:26, Chris Jones 32:02, Danny McLaughlin 33:47, 
Graham McGrattan 34:21, Ian McKee 34:28, Michael Dunn 34:33, Callum Gorry 35:19, Stephen 



Reid 35:31, Claire Monaghan 35:39, Donna Campbell 35:58, Gerry Gallacher 36.16, Matthew 
Young 36:39, Sandra Campbell 36:46, Marian Monk 37:34, Frank McMahon 37:35, Lorna Coyle 
37:45, Rhys Jones 38:40, Eric Lindsay 38:48, Dannie Seddon 39:09, Terri Wall 39:21, Lisa 
Boonsanong 39:26, Sharon Black 39:39, Lucas Bezian 40:21, James Campbell 40:44, Graeme 
Crawford 40:46, Debbie McKenzie 41:13, Gerry Gillespie 41:21, Lynsey Mooney 42:09, Heather 
Lafferty 42:31, Kenny Scott 43:19 Angela Nelson 43:44, Elaine Medinelli 44:54, Simon Hutton 
46:21, Eddie Devine 49:37 

West & National Open T&F Championships – Day 2 
Bronze for Harry on Day 2 of West District T&F Championships, Kilmarnock 12/5/19 

It was another successful day at the District Championship for the Harriers with useful 
experience gained for all the youngsters, which for many was their first taste of outdoor track 
competition and it was topped off with a Bronze medal. Again all the Glenpark athletes were 
competing in the same event distance, but this time it was the 1500m rather than yesterday’s 
800m. 

And what a difference 12 months makes; last year Harry McGill was pushed around in the 
final eventually dropping off the pack to finish 8th. But with a year’s experience behind him his 
only thought was of going all out for the top spot. Even though being up against the Scottish 
Champion Jack Patton, he followed every move as the pace gradually wound up by each 
passing lap. But it was to take a surge by the champion with 350 metres to go that finally 
killed off Harry’s challenge.  Although he drifted back he fought on to hold for 3rd place and a 
coveted bronze medal. In the same race was Shaun Wiseman, a little tired from his win at the 
Prestwick Aquathon on the Saturday, ran well just missing out on a sub 5 minute time. 

 



 

 

The first runners away after an early morning rise were the under 15 girls Ruby McGill and 
Emma Aitken. In their final, the pair ran strongly to both go well under 6 minutes. 



 

In the afternoon the races came thick and fast as the different age groups took to the track. 

Next, showing little sign of nerves, were the youngest athletes, the under 13s Sophie McGinty, 
Maria McCabe and Douglas Campbell.  They more than met expectations with all producing 
quick times for the 3 and ¾ laps in the warm Ayrshire sun. 



 

 

 

Ben Campbell tired in the middle part of his race, but his potential was there to see with a 
blistering final 200m to claim 8th in the under 15s boys final. The same can be said for Abbie 



Tosh, cast adrift by the main pack, she ran steadily throughout and finished impressively 
down the home straight to dip under 6 minutes. 

 

 

In the under20 and seniors competition Alan Mollins produced an outstanding final lap to 
pass three athletes to take 3rd in the B final.  While Chloe Simpson ran a season’s best 
finishing 7th in 5.01. 



 

 

Results: U13s; 14th Douglas Campbell; 5.34.37; 11th Sophie McGinty 5.59.17; 14th Maria 
McCabe 6.21.16 

U15s: 7th Ben Campbell 4.55.42; 10th Ruby McGill 5.26.38; 13th Emma Aitken 5.46.09 

U17s: 3rd Harry McGill 4.13.77; 12th Shaun Wiseman 5.04.15 11th Abbie Tosh 5.57.63 

Sen/U20s: 3rd Alan Mollins 4.20.12 (2sec PB) 7th Chloe Simpson 5.01.30 

Day 2 of Under 20&Seniors National Open, Grangemouth 12/5/19 



The very good early season form continued from the Harriers sprinters Scott Hannaway, 
Scott McCluckie and Mark Magee, when they dropped down to the 200metres after 
yesterday’s exertion of 2 heats over 400metres. 

It was encouraging that even after a tiring weekend the trio still managed to produce times 
just a fraction away from their personal bests. 

Results: 

H1-3rd Scott Hannaway 22.83 

H2-5th Scott McCluckie 23.61/ A-Final 24.30 

H3-7th Mark Magee 25.32 / C-Final 25.30 

West & National Open T&F Championships 
Gold for Harris on Day 1 of West District T&F Championships, Kilmarnock 

Ten of the junior Harriers travelled down the coast to Kilmarnock for Day one of the West 
District Track & Field Championships. All were competing in the 800 metres; and for 6 it was 
their first time in a major track competition. Despite the lack of experience among the group, 
it was a day of outstanding performances with amazingly every single athlete recording a 
personal best for the two lap race. 

In the morning session the under 15 girls’ heats got underway with Francesca McKay showing 
her potential as she kept herself in contention over the first 400m by reaching the bell in 77 
seconds. Despite fading in the 2nd lap it was a more than a satisfactory performance as she 
held on for 6th place. In the following heat Katie Johnson having just moved up an age group 
looked strong but just missed out by a couple of seconds of advancing to the final. 

 



 

The under 15 boys’ heats followed, with Harris Morrison and Jude Dolan drawn 
together.  Harris hit the front early on and comfortably ran clear of the field for the win. 
Jude’s aim was to hit a new best time but with the strong winds blowing this made it look 
unlikely; but a determined second lap saw him finish 6th and slice a second off his previous 
quickest time. 

 



 

In the afternoon session the under 13’s ran their heats as timed finals. Ava Beaton was 
seeded in the quickest heat but despite challenging throughout she just slipped off the 
leading three to miss out on a championship medal. A 12 second personal best on her first 
track race of the year gives plenty of promise for the rest of the summer. 

 

In the final heat it was the Harriers youngest girls’ Erin McEleny, Summer Taggart, and Leah 
Knox who were all competing in their first West event. And what a contest it turned out to be 
as the 3 battled it out in their own personal Glenpark race. Summer had taken an early lead 
but was clawed back as the trio reached the bell together. But probably the biggest surprise 



was that it was Leah who then pushed ahead and broke clear with Summer then Erin 
following close behind. 

 

 

 



 

 

David Docherty and Euan Johnson were in the slowest seeded third heat but the pair went 
out full of determination chasing down the leader from Giffnock. Into the home straight 
David went onto his rivals shoulder and kicked on and looked to have taken the win on the 
line, but astonishingly both were given the exact same time. Euan faded slightly but showed 
grit to hold on for 3rd. David’s time was unfortunately just outside the medals but he should 
be delighted to finish with the 5th quickest time in the district. 



 

 

 

The last race – the U15 boys 800m final – provided the highlight of the Day. In a week where 
there were amazing fightbacks in the Champions league involving Liverpool & Spurs, this race 
more than matched those exploits. 

Harris Morrison after earlier winning his heat, went into the final with the 4th quickest time, 
with an outside chance of a medal. At half-way he was trailing in 6th, but after going through 
in 66seconds it looked like a PB was going to be a considerable consolation. But then at the 
600m mark he started to close the gaps and a bronze began to look a possibility. Harris then 



stormed around the final bend to move into 3rd. At 700 metres the leaders turned into the 
strong wind down the home straight and as everyone around him seemed to buckle, Harris 
flew into the lead for a stunning victory for his 2nd successive 800m district gold. 

 

A special thanks to coaches Duncan MacNeill, Kenny Morrison and Stevie McLoone for 
preparing the young athletes for their competition on the day. 

Results: 

U15 Girls: Katie Johnson 2.40.26; Francesca McKay 2.51.13; 

U15 Boys: Harris Morrison: Heat 2.19.14; Final 2.13.16; Jude Dolan 2.29.58; 

U13 Girls: Ava Beaton 2.35.67 , Leah Knox 3.00.32; Summer Taggart 3.03.76; Erin McEleny 
3.05.55 

U13 Boys: David Docherty 2.35.95; Euan Johnson 2.48.62. 

Day 1 of Under 20/ Seniors National Open, Grangemouth 

There was fine early season form by the quartet of Harriers competing in the National Open 
at Grangemouth. Drew McIntyre went in the 100 metres dash with Scott Hannaway, Mark 
Magee and Scott McCluckie taking on the 400metres. 

Drew was impressive finishing 3rd in both his heat and final in the 100 metres and now at last 
looks to be getting back in shape after injury. 



In the quarter mile final, Scott Hannaway was the fastest under 20 (2nd overall), overcoming 
Pitreavie’s Billy Doyle who had won the earlier heat. This result is encouraging for Scott, 
having just moved up from the under 17 age category. 

The consistency in the times recorded in both heats and finals from all four demonstrates the 
good endurance of the group and a testament to the work they are putting in to training, as 
they look forward to the summer months and the National competition in August. 

Results: 

100m: Drew McIntyre 11.55 / 11.58 

400m: Scott Hannaway 49.94 / 50.33; Scott McCluckie 53.15 / 53.00; Mark Magee 56.25 / 
56.32 

Young Harriers run to the Hills 
The young Glenpark Harriers were privileged to have International Hill runner Angela Mudge 
along to take a session on the hills above Greenock.  Angela passed on useful tips on 
ascending and descending, as the juniors prepare for the Cornalees hill race in Greenock on 
May 19 which is being used as the scottishathletics Junior Championship. It is also a selection 
race for the International Youth Cup, which will be held in Susa, Italy on 24th August 2019. 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Surprise Win by Douglas 
Colin Shields Junior Road Race 23rd April 2019 

It was another record breaking turnout for the Harriers, with 50 juniors competing over the 
under 11 one lap and over 11s two lap races through Greenock’s Murdieston Park. 

There was a change in format to this years competition  with the Lawrence Mulaghton trophy 
going to the runner who was leading after the first lap, thus giving the under 11 athletes their 
chance of glory. And it was an opportunity that was grabbed by Douglas Campbell and Leo 
Beaton who both went out strongly to lead the field from the very start, while the older 
runners held off knowing they had another lap of the tough 1.1km route still to run. In the 
long steep climb up Murdieston Street Douglas pulled clear from Leo to convincingly win the 
trophy. 

Not far behind them came Shaun Wiseman and Ben Campbell who were running side by side, 
and the pair would stay like that throughout the two laps, with only a stride separating them 
at the end of a final lung bursting sprint on the hill to the finish, but unlike the previous 
week’s race at Gourock the positions were reversed with Ben this time taking the win. 

Erin McEleny’s good form continued with another top placing in the under 11 girls’ race, with 
Summer Taggart and Brooke Taylor in the runner up spots. 

Over 2 laps Ava Beaton was the leading girl just ahead of Katie Johnson who looks to be 
getting back to her best, with a big improvement also shown by Emma Aitken for 3rd place. 

Thanks to all the volunteers who helped out on the night, and especially to Lauren, Christie 
and Rachel Mulaghton who came along to present the trophy which was gifted to the club in 
memory of their dad. 

RESULTS 

After 1 Lap 1100m race: Douglas Campbell 3.48, Leo Beaton 3.55, Shaun Wiseman 3.57, Ben 
Campbell 3.58, David Docherty 3.58, Ava Beaton 3.59, Katie Johnson 4.00, Euan Johnson 4.01, 
Cameron Crawford 4.07, Emma Aitken 4.08, Erin McEleny 4.09, Cameron Beck 4.13, Summer 
Taggart 4.15, Brooke Taylor 4.17, Abbie Tosh 4.21, Leah Knox 4.22, Francesca McKay 4.22, 
Ruari Trainer 4.23, Jack Singleton 4.23, Connor McCrorey 4.26, Sophie McGinty 4.27, 
Johnathon Lamont 4.29, Brodie Stone 4.31, Maria McCabe 4.34, Sophie Campbell 4.39, Lewis 
Scott 4.43, Ben Mullan 4.46, Olivia Trainer 4.53, Jacob McCabe 4.56, Beth Docherty 4.58, 
Aimee McEleny 5.08, Islay Newsome 5.09, Alex Wiseman 5.09, Matthew Ross 5.14, Grant 
Munro 5.19, Stella McCabe 5.21, Jack Campbell 5.24, Abbigael Crawford  5.29, Finlay 
McKeegan 5.34, Charlie Pierce 5.40, Orla Trainer 5.42, Finlay McCabe 5.47, Olly Cassidy 5.48, 
Samuel Cushnaghan 5.55, Cameron Hanley 6.13, Newton Robertson 6.27, Jamie Gallacher 
6.28, Zac Gallacher 6.33, Alexander Marsh 7.28, Cole Scott 8.21. 

After 2 Laps 2200m race: Ben Campbell 7.45, Shaun Wiseman 7.46, David Docherty 8.04, Ava 
Beaton 8.16, Euan Johnson 8.23, Katie Johnson 8.32, Emma Aitken 8.53, Sophie McGinty 9.07, 
Jack Singleton 9.11, Abbie Tosh 9.19, Maria McCabe 9.22, Brodie Stone 9.32, Francesca McKay 



9.39, Sophie Campbell 9.53, Olivia Trainer 10.33, Alex Wiseman 10.44, Abbigael Crawford 
11.32. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 
 
 
 
 



April Review 
Welcome to this months bumper race reports! There’s been plenty of marathons for us to 
keep track of this month with some superb performances from Glenparkers on tour. 

Manchester Marathon 

Stuart Austin, George McCallum and Gordy Hepburn all headed to Manchester for the 
increasingly popular marathon. There were PBs all round for the trio as well, making it a very 
successful trip!  Gordy was first home for the team in 3.12, a superb 12 minute improvement 
on his PB. More to come though I think we’ll all agree. George set his new PB at 3.25 and 
Stuart had only ever ran a marathon previously, not raced it so his new PB is excellently set at 
3.32. 

 



 

 



 

Stuart gave his thoughts on a great day out for the lads: 
“I was fairly pleased with my run which pretty much went to plan with fairly even splits. Learnt lots, 
mainly what not to do but those are typically better learning points. 1hr 6min PB for me as 
although I’ve ran the distance, not raced it! Great to be be able to share the experience with fellow 
harriers, I think that’s just reflective of the work hard/play hard Harrier ethic, even if George ended 
up drinking half pints (couldn’t hack the pace) as were thrown out the pub at closing 
time!”…Sounds like my sort of race, sign me up! 

Results: Gordon Hepburn 3.12.24 George McCallum 3.25.31 Stuart Austin 3.32.05 

Brighton Marathon 

Newcomer to the club Oliver Reilly has really come on leaps and bounds in the last six 
months since structuring his training with our club sessions. His parkrun time have flown 
down to the mid 18s and sub 18 is only a matter of time this summer. Taking it to extremes 
though, he took on the Brighton marathon making his marathon debut for the club! After a 
typically rapid start Oliver held on for a superb 3.17! 

Boston Marathon 

Shaun Lyon set off for the USA to take on the famous Boston marathon. After an injury hit 
end to the 2018 season, Shaun has put in the miles over the winter and was getting back to 
his best shape in the weeks leading up to the race. Shaun shared his thoughts on how it 
went: 

“Was going to do a Boston marathon training blog but with fear of not making the start line and 
looking foolish thought I would do a report instead. It was a real privilege to do such a prestigious 
race which unlike other marathons you have to qualify for in the first place. After fears of 



storms,heavy rain and headwinds; the weather actually wasn’t too bad, no rain, but a slight 
crosswind and quite high humidity. My plan was too run a 2.33 but not being a flat course I 
couldn’t just run even splits, with 5 mile downhill to start I allowed myself to run 5-10 secs above 
race pace (5:48-5:50 per mile). Unlike any other marathons I have done, this one is rather hilly and 
it really beats up your quads on the downhills. So I was starting too feel it in the legs from as early 
as the 4th mile. I hit the halfway stage in 1.16, about right but with hills to come I knew I would 
prob be 2 mins slower on the second half. I kept my breathing under control most of the way, then 
came heartbreak hill at mile 21 which slowed me right up dropping down to a 6.20 mile. However I 
dropped a 5.44 on the other side to get some time back, but the legs were gone after that and a 
2.33 was looking out of reach. The saving grace for miles 23 to the finish was it was mostly 
downhill which meant a pb was still within reach. By mile 25 I was hurting so bad but had too keep 
pushing and came onto Boyleston Street and could see the clock and knew I had a minute to get 
there too break 2.35! So I turned myself inside out and made it with 9 secs to spare to finish in 
2:34:51, a minute PB, 181st place and 5th British runner.“ 

Congrats to Shaun for a superb race and a great PB on a tough course. It will be good to see 
Shaun back with the club for the remainder of the season. 

 

London Marathon 

The annual pilgrimage to London for one of the world’s biggest marathons took place last 
weekend, with 7 harriers represented in the capital. The rest of us had to make do with sitting 
at home and trying to spot the sky blue vests on the telly. Sadly there were a few notable last 
withdrawals among the harriers that had to also make do with couch viewing. However, we 
are all hopeful that the likes of Chris Mooney and our ballot winner Paul Beaton will make it 
next year and smash it. 



Speaking of smashing it, that’s exactly what Andy White had in mind. With a good spot just 
behind the elites, Andy set off to set a big PB and take on the challenge of the V50 British 
contenders. Andy set off a slightly quicker pace than intended but cling in there. The last 
couple of miles brought on a slight stitch, but a sub 2.39 was achieved. Andy was 5th V50, 
narrowly missing out on the medals. However it was still a great run, a new PB and a mark 
that can be challenged in Berlin later this year. 

Robert Dolan travelled south on the back of social media posts threatening to give Mo Farah 
a battle. Perhaps this was a premonition of the media headlines days before the race, Mo is 
clearly up for a square go… Joking aside, Robert absolutely smashed his PB with a super run 
of 2.55, an excellent PB for the club President. Thankfully he came home with only a bloody 
nipple and not a bloody nose. 

 

Michael McLoone dipped under the radar and under the hour three hour mark with an 
excellent run. John Stevenson found the latter half of the marathon tough going, but great 
family support and a saltire to drape round his shoulders got him over the line in 3.06 which 
is still a solid effort! 



 

 

Sue Hewitson set some of the steadiest mile splits you are likely to see on her way to a 
fantastic 3.23. An absolutely brilliant run from Sue who has been running some great miles 
for a good time now, and is seeing the big benefits over the distance races! Sue was joined by 
Susan Clark who ran the race in 4.44. 



 



 

Wenda and the Crawford gang travelled south to take in all the sights and sounds the 
marathon experience has to offer. Some illness on the day prevented Wenda from fully going 
for the race, but she still finished in just over 6 hours and with many stories to tell! Well done 
everyone. ballot is open for next year! Remember, you need a ballot entry rejection to stand a 
chance of getting the club entry. 

Results: Andrew White 2.38.58, Robert Dolan 2.55.51, Michael McLoone 2.57.49, John 
Stevenson 3.05.54, Sue Hewitson 3.23.20, Susan Clark 4.44.53, Wenda Crawford 6.02.08 

Stirling Marathon 

This year’s Stirling marathon was on the same day as London, but it did count as the Scottish 
marathon championships. The route now take runners west from Stirling out towards Blair 
Drummond before looking back through Dunblane Bridge of Allan before finishing below 
castle back in Stirling. 



Paul Monaghan went there to have a go at the overall and vets medals. Paul ran an amazing 
2.40.18 over the tough undulating course. This made him 4th overall and 2nd vet, so he 
returned home with a nice shiney silver medal! It was a tough solo run for most of it with Paul 
well clear of the next runner, making the race a real test of character. Paul has typically 
worked tirelessly over the winter, putting in big miles and it’s great to see it pay off. Well done 
Paul. 

Paul was not alone in Stirling with Lucas Bezian making his now annual trip to take on his 3rd 
marathon as a Harrier. Lucas solidified his improvements with a great 5 minute on finishing 
in 4.17! Well done Lucas. 

Kaim Hill Race 

The Kaim Hill Race in Fairlie is the first hill race of the season, and it is becoming increasingly 
popular with the Harriers faithful. This year, 15 Harriers made the short trip beyond Largs. 
There were some standout performances from the gang too, with veteran hill runner Andy 
McCall leading the way just ahead of fellow Portonian Daniel Doherty. Youngster Shaun 
Wiseman was next home with a great run, and Cheryl Thomas edged out Marianne McKay to 
be first lady. New trio Angela Nelson, Elaine Medinelli and Sandra Devine all took part, and 
have signed up for more of these races on the back of it. Great to see a new crop of 
enthusiastic ladies in the club. Elaine was not put off even having a quick dip in the stream 
(definitely looks like Simon pushed her…) 



 
Results: 

 

Andy, Danny and Mick also made it along to the Beinn Dubh hill race the following week, and 
it’s great to see a good turnout from the Harriers for the hill races which come thick and fast 
at this time of year. Don’t forget that our club hill race is earlier this year and coincides with 
the junior Scottish trial race on 19th May. 

Highland Fling 

Stuart Austin and Kevin Gill don’t think a marathon is enough pain to put yourself through, it’s 
much more fun to tackle twice the distance in one go! Throw in an elevation gain of almost 
7,000 feet and you’ve got yourself a great Saturday’s entertainment. 

Stuart tackled the Fling last year and did in fact really enjoy it. He went out this year on the 
back of his excellent Manchester marathon performance, but with a lot less of the big long 
runs in the legs. But experience is vital in these races, and Stuart battled through some 
particularly nasty weather to complete it 24 minutes quicker than last year! A superb 11 
hours and 16 minutes seen him home in time for dinner! Well done Stuart! 



Kevin has trained very hard through the winter, including a handicap race victory at the 
willow bowl in February. He and training partner Kevin O’Donogue have really put in the 
work. Kevin has been a regular in the last few years and this year he managed to smash his 
PB set back in 2015, and taking 3 hours off of his time from last year! And if that wasn’t 
enough, he completed the last 6 miles with a broken arm! Unbelievable scenes from Kevin. 

 

Results: Stuart Austin 11.16.44, Kevin Gill 11.54.54 

 



Arran 10k 

Lorna Coyle ran the Arran 10k at the weekend. Lorna was 3rd lad and first v60! Taking home 
some really nice looking beer as a prize too. Again, sounds like my sort of race…! Well done 
Lorna. 

Docherty Cup 2019 
This year’s Docherty Cup senior race was held last Saturday in Gourock. The longest club race 
in the calendar challenges the runners over 10 miles, and this year it actually was 10 miles! 
With roadworks overrunning at Lunderston Bay, the runners were diverted through the car 
park along the cycle path before rejoining the pavement. A route that might just we’ll be kept 
for future years. 

 



 

 



 

The route takes the runners on an initial loop of Gourock Esplanade and then out towards 
Inverkip, turning to return home just after the roundabout (more on that later). There were 
over 40 senior runners taking part, which continues the increase in numbers at club races 
this season. 

The weather was far from ideal, dry and bright but a strong easterly wind made it a 
challenging race on the way back to Gourock. The race is a conceding handicap, with runners 
set out in a predicted reverse order. Boyd MacKenzie was out first and looked to be on 
course for holding off the competition. However, disaster struck at the turn as Boyd sadly did 
not go as far as the roundabout, missing the marshal and turned for home too early. At the 
finish line, Steven Smith had made up most of the ground on Boyd and was only 20 seconds 
behind at the end. Steven therefore claimed his first club race victory with an excellent run, a 
long way in front of the chasing field. 



 

The chasing pack in the handicap race saw some other great runs. Stuart Austin, fresh off of 
his excellent run at Manchester Marathon placed very high in the race. Donna Campbell 
showed great signs with her run as well. Steven Watson just held off his fast finishing younger 
brother Chris to place in the top 5 too. Chris’s run was very well paced to pick off a number of 
runners who had started to struggle in the wind. One of those was Stephen Hanley, who still 
placed in the top 10 to close the gap on the handicap championship leaders to 1 point. 

 



 

In the ladies race, Sue Hewitson claimed the win in a great time, close to her PB from 2 years 
ago. Donna Campbell was not far behind and Lorna Could had a great race to finish in 3rd. 
Elsewhere, Heather Lafferty had a great run in her longest race to date. 

 

In the men’s race, Andrew White claimed another victory in a great time. He had been set a 
tough challenge of trying to close a 2 minute gap on his nearest club mates. He kept them in 
sight and once the maths were done it was another victory for Andrew, who is looking in top 
shape for next week’s London marathon. Paul Monaghan ran really well to take second place 



and a high finish in the handicap standings. Stevie Campbell was not far behind and also 
placed in the top ten handicaps. Elsewhere there was a great run from Owen Atkinson who 
held on to Chris Watson for long periods of the race and finished in the top 10. 

 

It was good to see Daniel Doherty back racing and Robert Wilson Jnr continued his strong 
return with another great race. Callum Gorry had a great run in his longest run to date and 
Richard Jow ran his first race as a Harrier. There was to be no repeat victory in the handicap 
race for Stuart Crawford, although he did take one minute off of his time from last year. 

 



 

There was a great crowd of volunteers out in the route keeping the runners safe, watered 
and we’ll photographed. There was also a great atmosphere at the finish with a good turnout 
from the club. We would like to thank all of the volunteers and our race sponsors The 
Spinnaker for their hospitality after the race. 

 

Results: Andrew White 56.22 (93.52), Paul Monaghan 57.20 (92.50), Steven Campbell 57.55 
(93.25), Sean Gaffney 59.44 (96.14), Robert Wilson 63.03 (94.33), Daniel Doherty 63.55 (96.55), 
John Stevenson 64.31 (95.01), Chris Watson 65.22 (93.22), Stephen Hanley 65.28 (93.28), 



Owen Atkinson 65.44 (93.44), Steven Watson 65.51 (92.21), Robert Dolan 65.56 (96.26), Danny 
McLaughlin 66.37 (93.37), Callum McKenzie 67.11 (96.35), Sue Hewitson 69.32 (93.32), Steven 
Smith 71.20 (87.50), Stuart Austin 71.26 (92.26), Alan O’Rourke 72.11 (96.11), Stuart Crawford 
72.19 (94.19), Ian McKee 73.01 (93.31), Stephen Reid 73.50 (94.20), Callum Gorry 74.13 (94.13), 
Graham McGrattan 74.23 (98.53), Gerry Gallacher 74.54 (96.54), Donna Campbell 76.45 
(93.15), Lorna Coyle 78.03 (94.03), Claire Monaghan 80.20 (97.20), Richard Jow 81.52 (104.52), 
Frank McMahon 82.24 (99.54), Boyd McKenzie 82.29 (87.29), Terri Wall 82.29 (95.29), Kenny 
Scott 83.26 (94.26), Sarah Jane Whalen 86.09 (99.09), Colin Campbell 87.31 (102.31), Heather 
Lafferty 87.49 (94.49), Lisa Boonsanong 88.28 (99.28), David Benstead 92.37 (102.07), Graeme 
Crawford 97.56 (108.56), Ian Hanley dnf 

New Junior Records at Docherty Cup 
 

 

 

 



 

There was a record turnout from the Harriers with 35 juniors competing over the one and 
two lap races around Ashton promenade, and despite the strong cold breeze making 
conditions far from ideal there were some outstanding performances from the 
youngsters.  Shaun Wiseman’s recent good form continued as he came from behind when 
trailing after the first lap to pass Ben Campbell in the closing stages to win the 2 lap race. The 
duo were followed across the line by David Docherty and Euan Johnson both dipping under 
10 minutes for the 2.5km course. Leading girl and just 1 second outside the under 13s girls 
record was Ava Beaton, with Sophie McGinty returning to form claiming the runners-up spot, 
with Maria McCabe in 3rd. 

Over one lap it was the under 15 boys who led the way with Harris Morris setting a new 
course record with Jude Dolan in 2nd. In the under 11s race Douglas Campbell went clear of 
Leo Beaton who just held off Cameron Crawford. Erin McEleny  was leading girl with a sub 5 
minute run, a few seconds behind was Summer Taggart, with Leah Knox holding on for 3rd. 

1200m: Harris Morrison 4.05, Jude Dolan 4.20, Douglas Campbell 4.33, Leo Beaton 4.52, 
Cameron Crawford 4.53, Erin McEleny 4.59, Ruari Trainer 4.59, Connor McCrorey 5.01, 
Summer Taggart 5.02, Johnathon Lamont 5.03, Leah Knox 5.38, Mirren McConnell 5.42, Aimee 
McEleny 5.46, Isla Newsome 5.52, Ben Mullan 5.52, Beth Docherty 6.02, Grant Monroe 6.05, 
Matthew Ross 6.06, Stella McCabe 6.20, Jack Campbell 6.25, Nathan McDonald 7.24. 

2500m: Shaun Wiseman 9.21, Ben Campbell 9.24, David Docherty 9.54, Euan Johnson 9.57, 
Ava Beaton 10.03, Sophie McGinty 10.53, Nathan Adams 11.07, Maria McCabe 11.31, 
Francesca McKay 11.47, Sophie Campbell 12.04, Emma Aitken 12.12, Olivia Trainer 12.14, Alex 
Wiseman 13.06, Abbigael Crawford 13.43. 

  



March Review 

Balloch to Clydebank Half Marathon 

A hardy bunch of harriers headed across the water to take on this year’s Balloch to Clydebank 
Half Marathon. The bus journey over took a slight detour via Siberia but managed to get the 
runners to the start line at Loch Lomond Shores. It was there that they all thought the 
inevitable cancellation would come, as the roads through Clydebank were looking 
treacherous en route. However, the race went ahead as scheduled and the group of 18 had 
to wrap up warm and go for it! 

The course itself was remarkably clear for the first 8 miles or so as it meandered along the 
River Leven and into Dumbarton. The cycle path through the town was also clear, but a 
moderate headwind was faced by the runners for long periods. However, upon the rise off of 
the cycle path and down into Bowling and Old Kilpatrick, there was some slushy surfaces to 
deal with. The pavement was abandoned by many as they battled along the roads to get to 
the finish line and the hope of some warmth! 

 

Andrew White was first harrier home and smashed his PB in the process with a time of 75.34. 
Considering the conditions on the day, this was a great effort from our undisputed form 
runner at present. Other PBs included Paul Beaton who broke 85 minutes and Stephen 
Hanley who finally broke that 90 minute barrier and took over 5 minutes off of his PB. Oliver 
Reilly took almost 12 minutes off of his PB which shows just how great the harriers training 
has paid off. 

Fiona MacFarlane ran a PB and broke the 1.50 barrier for the first time. It was also good to 
see Sue Hewitson back out racing and putting in a run very close to her PB too. Elsewhere 
there were great runs from John Stevenson, Gordy Hepburn and Stephen Reid. It was a tough 
shift for all, and fingers crossed we get a better day for it next year as it is certainly a 
potentially fast course. 



 

Results: Andrew White 75.34, Paul Monaghan 81.06, John Stevenson 82.50, Paul Beaton 84.59, 
Robert Dolan 86.37, Gordon Hepburn 86.40, Stephen Hanley 88.13, Oliver Reilly 88.26, Sue 
Hewitson 94.20, Stephen Reid 98.18, George McCallum 99.06, Micky Dunn 99.33, Steven 
Smith 1.43.08, Matthew Young 1.50.01, Fiona MacFarlane 1.49.58, Viki Smith 1.53.49, Fiona 
Cushnaghan 1.58.30, James Campbell 2.03.09 

Self Transcendence 50km Road Race 

Andrew White decided that as a ‘wee warm up’ for London, he would take on the 50km race 
at this years Self Transcendence 50/100km event in Perth. The 50km race takes place around 
the North Inch Park in Perth City Centre, site of the parkrun for those familiar with the area. 
The loop is just under 1.5 miles, meaning that you just have to do 21 laps… Andy finished in 
third overall position for the race in an incredible time of just under 3 hours 15 (so that’s 20 
consecutive sub 20 minute 5k’s for those curious). Andy was actually gaining on second place, 
which could have seen him take the Scottish gold medal for the event. However, it was 
Scottish silver for Andy with Italian Paulo Natali taking first overall and Cambuslang’s Kerry 
Liam Wilson in second taking first Scot. Andrew finished ahead of Inverclyde’s David 
Tamburini in fourth. 



 

Results: Andrew White 3.14.51 https://uk.srichinmoyraces.org/node/2455/previous-
results/2019#node-10887 

3k on the Green 

The 3k on the Green race had its biggest ever turnout on the last Friday in March. The race 
always provides a strong field for anyone looking to improve their speed over shorter races, 
or those that was something different for their lunch runs in Glasgow! It is held on the last 
Friday of every month at 12.30pm at the arch in Glasgow Green. Register on their website 
before attending as well. This month, Stephen Hanley was the sole harrier in attendance and 
he took 20 seconds off of his PB coming in at 10.11. A great time, but such is the field, it 
wasn’t good enough for a top 20 spot! 

Tom Scott 10 Mile Race – Scottish National 10 Mile Championships 

The annual Scottish 10 mile championships were held at the Tom Scott Road Races at 
Strathclyde Park a few weeks back. This was the perfect opportunity for Andrew White to 
continue to add to his considerable medal haul over the last few weeks. Andrew ran a superb 
time of 55.19 to claim first v50 and 3rd overall v40 on the day, blagging the Jackie Gourlay 
Shield for first v50. Robert Wilson Jnr was the only other harrier running, and he continued to 
show signs of a return to form after his great time at The Willow Bowl, running the 10 miles 
here in 62.33. 



 

Results: Andrew White 55.19, Robert Wilson Jnr 62.33 

Alloa Half Marathon 

The Alloa half marathon provided an alternative spring half marathon to club runners, but 
held on the same day as the Tom Scott meant a tough choice for some. The route takes 
runners out of Alloa to the north towards Tillicutry, and then west towards Alva through the 
foothills of the Ochils. A scenic route, but not entirely flat! 

George McCallum used this as a training run ahead of Manchester Marathon but got caught 
up in the ideal conditions and ran a very good solid time of just under 91 minutes. Alex 
Patterson ran this as his first half marathon and came in with a very respectable time of just 
under 1.55. 

Results: George McCallum 90.50, Bernard Kangley 1.45.31, Alex Paterson 1.54.17, Heather 
Kangley 1.59.55 

Glasgow University Aquathlon 

The aquathlon consisted of a 750m swin and a 5km run. Boyd MacKenzie, Frank McMahon, 
David McCorkindale and Mik Harrington all made the trip to Bellahouston Park to compete in 
this years event, with david claiming first male vet and 14th overall. 

Results: David McCorkindale 33.51, Frank McMahon 43.34, Mick Harrington 43.47, Boyd 
MacKenzie 44.14 
http://www.whatsmytimeresults.co.uk/results.aspx?CId=17047&RId=171&EId=2 

 



Inverclyde Sports Personality of the Year 

And finally, t was great to see such a big turnout to support the club at this year’s Inverclyde 
Sports Personality of the Year awards at the Greenock Town Hall a few weeks back. The 
crowd were there to cheer on two of our bright young athletes in Harry McGill and Scott 
Hannaway who were both up for awards. Sadly, neither of them won on the night. However, 
the club itself was awarded with ‘Club of the Year’. 

 

Harriers Docherty Cup races 
Saturday, 13 April 2019 

The 6th and the longest Race in the Harriers Club Championships takes place this Saturday. 
The 10 mile senior road race takes in the the scenic coastal route from Gourock to Inverkip 
and back again. The Juniors run 1 loop or 2 loops of Ashton Promenade. *Please note the 
earlier start times 

Junior & Senior Club Championship Races 
11.45am: Under 11s – 1200 metres (1 lap of the promenade) 
11.45am: U13s-U17s – 2400 metres (2 laps of promenade) 
12.00pm: Seniors – 10 miles Conceding Handicap race (From 
Gourock to Ardgowan estate roundabout & return) 
*There may be a slight detour if road works at Lunderston Bay not complete. 

Register at 1st Shelter on the Ashton promenade from 11.00am. 

Thanks to our Race Sponsors – The Spinnaker Hotel. – After race refreshments at the 
Spinnaker at approx 1.30pm 
Also thanks to Inverclyde Leisure who will provide changing and showers at Gourock Pool. 



Emma & Jude Win Mile Race 
Wilson Trophy 1 mile Handicap, Ravenscraig stadium 21st March 2019 

Emma Aitken & Jude Dolan took the honours in Greenock Glenpark Harriers re-arranged 
Wilson Trophy Mile, as the pair won the Girls’ and Boys’ Handicap races under the floodlights 
at Ravenscraig stadium. 

But it was almost a dream debut for new boy Grant Munro who was first away in the Boys’ 
conceding handicap, as he stayed in front for 1400 metres, alas it wasn’t to be, as he was 
swamped by the chasing pack in the closing stages. It was Jude Dolan who led the charge, 
striding past Grant with 200 metres remaining to win the Boys title, followed in by Leo 
Beaton, with  3rd spot claimed by Cameron Crawford whose lunge over the line held off the 
fast finishing Shaun Wiseman. 

The back markers and recording the quickest scratch times on the night were Ryan Brown 
and Harris Morrison who set off together. Ryan pushed the pace from the start and 
established a comfortable gap, but Harris responded strongly at the bell and closed Ryan’s 
lead to a few metres. 

In the girls race Emma Aitken appropriately wearing the number 1on her vest was impressive 
as she cut through the early starters before finally hitting the front in the final lap to win by 
30 metres. Francesca McKay was back her best form to take the runners-up spot with young 
Mirren McConnell holding on well for 3rd. 

Ruby McGill, Ava Beaton and Katie Johnson were the final group sent off, and the trio stayed 
together for the first of the 4 laps as they caught the early starters. But it was Ruby who made 
made the break and she steadily opened up a lead over her 2 team mates. They can all be 
happy with their nights work as all 3 smashed their PBs for the distance. 

 



 

 



 



 

1 mile results: Ryan Brown 5.19, Harris Morrison 5.21, Shaun Wiseman 5.31, Jude Dolan 5.37, 
Ruby McGill 5.43, Ava Beaton 5.52, David Docherty 5.54, Katie Johnson 6.00, Euan Johnson 
6.03, Emma Aitken 6.24, Leo Beaton 6.26, Abbie Tosh 6.29, Cameron Crawford 6.31, Cameron 
Beck 6.34, Erin McEleny 6.49, Ruari Trainer 6.51, Maria McCabe 6.53, Summer Taggart 6.56, 
Francesca McKay 7.02, Leah Knox  7.02, Oliver Jones 7.03, Sophie McGinty 7.11, Aimee 
McEleny 7.18, Olivia Trainer 7.18, Alex Wiseman 7.24, Mirren McConnell 7.37, Johnathon 
Lamont 7.37, Beth Docherty 7.48, Stella McCabe 8.13, Matthew Ross 8.15, Abbigael Crawford 
8.18, Jacob McCabe 8.25, Murray Brown 8.30, Rob Mcnee 8.33, Finlay McCabe 8.47, Grant 
Munro 9.02, Zac Gallacher 9.13, Orla Trainer 9.16, Jamie Gallacher 9.43. 

National Cross Country 2019 
The national cross country championships took place in Falkirk on Saturday, with the Harriers 
being well represented across all of the age groups. The seniors mens and womans races are 
now equal in distance with both being billed as 10k. The ladies were out first on the course 
and were the first ones to discover that the 10k wasn’t quite as billed, with an extra 700m 
thrown into the tough course! 



 

The course has changed over the years, but as always the steep muddy hill leading to the 
forest section of the course was still there in all its glory, with runners tackling it three times 
during their race. Cheryl Thomas mastered this and all else that the course threw at her the 
best, returning home as first female harrier. Claire Monaghan paced her race well and picked 
off plenty of runners on the way as she finished not too far behind Cheryl. Marianne McKay 
was third back and was loving the hills as always, she even managed to stay on her feet this 
year! Lynsey Mooney wasn’t so fortunate, as she took a nasty stumble on the gravelly section 
of the course and sadly could not finish. Debbie McKenzie and Heather Lafferty did well at 
their first nationals as well. 



 

The two under 20s races interjected the seniors races, with the course getting to its ultimate 
chewed up state for the men to tackle it. Although, even a bit of rain during their rain was not 
able to really result in a muddy course this year. Paul Monaghan was first to return home for 
the men with a run of just over 40 minutes, with Steven Campbell not far behind. 



 

Paul Beaton and Neil Lafferty had a great battle for third spot, with Paul showing a little bit 
more experience on the cross country terrain to finish just ahead. It was a really good debut 
on the cross country for Neil, and a sign of things to come for both in the future. It was a 
similarly promising debut for Oliver Reilly, who ran cross country for the first time ever, and 
managed a very respectable finish. 



 

Danny McLaughlin had a great run to put a few of the younger guns to shame! Bragging 
rights were deservedly his on the bus trip back home (although some dodged the bus to 
avoid the pelters!). Last weeks winner Kevin Gill was brought back down to earth, sadly no 
trophy on offer for 631st this week, but a great run nonetheless. Alan O’Rourke said he felt 
the benefit of the Monday night hill sessions he has been running for the past few months, 
closing the gap on those ahead of him compared to previous weeks results. Can’t get a better 
advert than that for our regular training sessions, so get yourself along! A big shout out to the 
support of the seniors and juniors who cheered everyone on as they flew past the club tent. 
Brilliant to see so many through with plenty of bobble hats on show. 



 

The cross country season is now at a close but the racing never sleeps. A few big races 
coming up in the next month or two with the Balloch to Clydebank half marathon, Tom Scott 
10 miler and of course the GGH Doherty Cup. Greenock parkrun celebrates it’s 250th event 
this Saturday and there will be pacers on the day, a great opportunity to get yourself a shiny 
new pb. 

Results: 
Womans ’10k’: Cheryl Thomas 53.17, Claire Monaghan 53.42, Marianne McKay 55.05, Debbie 
McKenzie 60.25, Heather Lafferty 64.42 
Mens ’10k’: Paul Monaghan 40.27, Steven Campbell 41.17, Paul Beaton 43.13, Neil Lafferty 
43.32, Danny McLaughlin 45.58, Oliver Reilly 46.55, Stephen Hanley 47.24, David Roberts 
48.13, Alan O’Rourke 49.52, Scot Hill 52.35, Kevin Gill 53.45, Frank McMahon 54.33 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Junior Harriers Strong Showing at National XC 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

It was an early start for the 15 young Greenock Glenpark Harriers on Saturday who were 
heading up to Falkirk to compete at the national cross country championships. The day 
started off with the sun beating down on Calendar Park and there was a buzz in the 
atmosphere with thousands of nervous and excited runners. 

The first race of the day was for U13 girls, and included Katie Johnson and Ava Beaton. Both 
girls started off strong and gradually worked their way forward, throughout the race both 
girls managed to maintain a consistent pace which enabled them to get a great finishing 
position with Ava Beaton coming 18th and Katie Johnson 42nd. 

The next race of the day involved the u13 boys Ben Campbell and David Docherty. Unlike the 
girls the boys were pushed to the back of the pack during the race but managed to gradually 
pick up the pace and earn a place much further up with Ben earning 20th place and David 
securing 126th from a field of almost 200. 

One of the strongest team efforts of the day came from the U15 girls Abbie Tosh, Emma 
Aitken, Ruby McGill, Olivia Trainer and Francesca McKay who managed to come 9th overall. 
The leader for the GGH girls was Ruby who started off the race looking very comfortable, 
whilst Abbie and Emma kept each other company throughout the race up in till the end 
where Abbie just got ahead of Emma by a couple of seconds. Another strong performance 
was shown by Olivia Trainer and Francesca McKay, who managed to keep a consistent pace 
which participated in the team’s overall finishing position. 



U15 boys Shaun and Alex Wiseman were in the second to last race of the day and considering 
it was first time competing in a national event, it was a great effort from the brothers. Shaun 
showed a great pace throughout the race but gradually increased it to be able to get a better 
time, not too far behind him was team mate Jude Dolan who kept fighting until the very end 
of the race. Alex worked extremely hard on his national debut by pushing on with 
determination throughout the 4km and ending off with a sprint finish. 

The last race of the day was the U17 men’s 6km. For this race all three runners, Harry McGill, 
Ewan Ferguson and Alan Mollins put in a fantastic display. Harry quickly progressed into the 
leading pack (despite having a slip at the starting line) and managed to maintain this position 
throughout the race which enabled him to come home in 6th place. Another who impressed 
was Alan who had managed to gain himself an impressive time and placing, despite only have 
coming back from a long term injury a couple of months ago. Ewan Ferguson also ran well 
and though he was injured throughout the race, he managed to keep going and fight through 
the pain which overall enabled him to come 79th place. 

Overall the juniors had shown strong performances and should be proud of themselves, and 
that it is all down to the hard work and dedication they have put into their training. Race 
Reporter – Mhairi Moore 

Willow Bowl 2019 
This year’s Willow Bowl club ace took part last Saturday around the Greenock Cut. It was a 
cracking day for it, with bright sunshine spoiled only by a strong southerly wind. The annual 
loop around the cut saw the runners face a cutting head wind as they made their way up the 
hill from the Waterman’s Cottage and down into Cornalees. Once onto the cut itself, the 
runners were able to use to tailwind to get them home. 

As a conceding handicap race, the runners were set out in a staggered start, with the aim of 
seeing them all hurtling towards the finish line at the same time. However, there was a clear 
winner in the form of Kevin Gill. The popular taxi driver come ultra runner lead from near the 
front and was never in any danger of being caught as he swept the handicap race. His 
celebrations in the race sponsored Willow Bar went on into the small hours. Well done Kev! 



 

The first vet runner across the line gets to take home the Tommy Knight trophy, and this year 
it went to new member and keen triathlete Helen Ridley who was second only to Kevin in the 
handicap race. Helen becomes the second recipient of the trophy dedicated to the late 
Tommy Knight and presented by his family in his memory. 

Elsewhere in the handicap race, there was a tremendous battle between two Roberts, as 
President Dolan battled it our with Robert Wilson Jnr who was making his return to club 
racing after a two year absence. Setting off together, it was only in the last mile that Dolan got 
clear in a huge PB for him for this race. This also sees him jump up to the top of the handicap 
championship standings alongside John Stevenson who also had a cracking race. 



 

Among the ladies performing well in the handicap race was Debbie McKenzie securing her 
first top 10 as a harrier. There were many individual battles along the cut as runners fought 
tooth and nail to get as good a finish as possible. Cheryl Thomas fought her way, quite 
literally, to a good finish. David McCorkindale, Frank McMahon and Robin McAuslan also had 
great runs to nestle inside the top 10 in the handicap race. 

 



Sandra Campbell claimed the victory in a hard fought ladies race, only 35 second ahead of 
Claire Monaghan as they both ran really well on the day. Cheryl Thomas was not far behind in 
third place with Helen Ridley and Marianne McKay rounding out the top 5. Elsewhere there 
were great runs from Sharon Black, Lisa Boonsanong and Debbie McKenzie as they all tackled 
this route for the first time 

The men’s race was made very interesting with Andrew White taking advantage of the good 
early morning conditions to test himself at Greenock parkrun. His 5k time of 16.32 was just 
outside of his pb as he continues his excellent recent form. The question would be if his legs 
could hold up for the afternoon race? Well we should never really doubt Andy’s strength as 
he ran out a clear winner in just 46.35, almost a minute clear of Paul Monaghan in second 
place. Paul’s run of 47.30 was also a great time for the course and shows that his high 
mileage is paying dividends. 

 

Robert Dolan’s fine run of 50.15 was good enough for third place, with Robert Wilson Jnr just 
behind in fourth spot. John Stevenson was in fifth place and just 7 seconds separated 3rd to 
5th! Andy McCall was able to nab 6th sot narrowly from Steven Campbell and there was also 
some pb runs in the chasing pack with Stephen Hanley among them. 



 

Elsewhere it was great to see young Callum Gorry complete the race in a fine time of just over 
62 minutes, with this being the farthest he has raced so far. He is one of seven members now 
to have ran every race this year! How many of them can keep it going for all 11? Next race is 
the longest in the calendar, the 10 mile Docherty Cup on April 13th. 



 

We’d like to thank the army of volunteers who were out helping the runner get round the 
course safely last week. there were so many photographers out taking advantage of the 
scenic views and it was hard to whittle them down for this article! A massive thank you to 
each of them and to our race sponsors The Willow Bar. 42 runners were in attendance, a 
trend that sees our club races growing in popularity this year. Lets keep it going! 

Results: Andrew White 46:35, Paul Monaghan 47:30, Robert Dolan 50:15, Robert Wilson Jnr 
50:19, John Stevenson 50:22, Andy McCall 51:27, Stevie Campbell 51:29, Paul Beaton 52:36, 
Stephen Hanley 52:42, David McCorkindale 53:17, Danny McLaughlin 54:37, Duncan 



Anderson 55:27, David Roberts 056:22, George McCallum 56:59, Graham McGrattan 57:58, 
Stephen Reid 59:33, Robin McAuslan 01:00:50, Sandra Campbell 01:00:57, Kevin Gill 01:01:30, 
Claire Monaghan 01:01:32, Jim Cuffe 01:01:52, Frank McMahon 01:02:03, Cheryl Thomas 
01:02:23, Callum Gorry 01:02:31, Helen Ridley 01:02:47, Jeremy Deveney 01:03:04, Marianne 
McKay 01:03:06, Nicola Stevenson 01:03:44, Matthew Young 01:03:49, Lucas Bezian 01:04:25, 
Lorna Coyle 01:04:54, James McFadden 01:05:40, Alan O’Rouke 01:05:52, Colin Campbell 
01:07:15, Fiona McFarlane 01:07:30, Kenny Scott 01:07:38, Lisa Boonsanong 01:07:44, Terri 
Wall 01:07:53, Debbie McKenzie 01:08:11, Boyd McKenzie 01:08:39, Sharon Black 01:09:48, 
Fiona Cushnaghan 01:13:4 

Erin & Douglas are XC League Champions 

 

Erin McEleny and Douglas Campbell were joint winners of the GGH Tower Hill cross country 
League after recording the quickest times in the final time trial on a windswept Tower Hill. 
After 4 long months of competition the pair couldn’t be separated with both gaining 
maximum points, attending all 9 rounds and running quickest in their category in the 3 time 
trials. 

In the final round despite the weather it was a record attendance with 31 youngsters taking 
part smashing the previous best of 24. The under 11s raced 1 mile, u13s & 15s 2mile, and 
u17s 3miles around multiple laps  of the 800m course. 

The u13 girls was the closest contest, with Sophie McGinty and Ava Beaton taking advantage 
of Katie Johnson’s absence to leap frog her to share the girls’ title. Douglas’ brother Ben took 
the u13 boys title. 



In the U15s Harris Morrison won from Shaun Wiseman by 1 point, while ever present Abbie 
Tosh was the victorious girl. 

Ewan Ferguson and Mhairi Moore came out top in the U17s age group. 

The most improved athlete was Summer Taggart whose time of 7.26minutes for the hilly 1 
mile xc route was 1minute and 40 seconds quicker than she ran in the first time trial. 

This was the 2nd year of the competition, with overall numbers taking part up by 50% 

Final Time Trial: 

1mile: Douglas Campbell 6.18, Leo Beaton 6.48, Connor McCrorey 6.56, Cameron Beck 7.00, 
Erin McEleny 7.07, Summer Taggart 7.26, Ruari Trainer 7.59, Ben Mullen 8.20, Brooke Taylor 
8.23, Leah Knox 8.29, Aimee McEleny 8.43, Matthew Ross 8.46, Mirren McConnell 9.51, 

2miles: Shaun Wiseman 12.07, Ben Campbell 12.14, Harris Morrison 12.45, Ruby McGill 
12.59, Euan Johnson 13.10, Ava Beaton 13.13, David Docherty 13.22, Jude Dolan 14.06, Abbie 
Tosh 15.24, Sophie McGinty 15.43, Francesca McKay 16.01, Alex Wiseman 16.15, Olivia Trainer 
16.56, Emma Aitken 17.22, Holly Beck 17.56, 

3miles: Harry McGill 17.14, Alan Mollins 17.51, Ewan Ferguson 19.58, 

Joint Overall League winners Douglas Campbell & Erin McEleny 

Age Category Winners 

U11s: Douglas Campbell, Erin McEleny 

U13s: Ben Campbell, Ava Beaton & Sophie McGinty 

U15s: Harris Morrison, Abbie Tosh 

U17s: Ewan Ferguson, Mhairi Moore 

U20: Ryan Brown 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Harris & Ben Compete in National Finals 

 



Harriers trio of Harris Morrison, Jude Dolan and Ben Cameron secured excellent 
performances at the National Indoor Age Group Championships held in the Emirates Indoor 
Arena. 

Harris and Jude contesting the under 15 boys 800m both made huge improvements over the 
four lap event. Harris running for the first time in this age group was up to cruising speed and 
held a steady pace over the first 400m. Harris increased his speed approaching the last 200m 
to move into a qualifying spot to make the final in a new lifetime best.  In his final the pace 
from his competitors was a step up from the heat, however Harris stuck to his own race plan 
over the first half of the race, which proved fruitful as he began to pull in his competitors to 
finish a creditable 6th in a time under his previous best prior to this competition. 

In the other 800m heat Jude was focused  from the gun and after a few laps was clearly 
ahead of previous best times, benefiting from his endurance strength Jude pushed himself 
into the final 200m and ran clear to cross the line improving his lifetime best by an incredible 
10 seconds. 

Ben participating over the longer 1,500m Final, in his first taste of indoor competition relied 
on his cross country endurance to tackle the new challenge of the seven and a half laps 
indoor. With a gutsy performance Ben created a new best to now work towards  lowering his 
time below the 5 minute barrier. 

Results: 1500m Ben Campbell 5.06; 800m Harris Morrison 2.14 (heat) 2.15 (Final) Jude Dolan 
2.30 (Heat) 

Renfrewshire Road Race 2019 
The 2019 Renfrewshire road race took place last Sunday in Greenock. The annual 5 mile race 
continues to be every popular with the harriers with our senior runners once again turning 
out in superb numbers. Over 50 of our runner took to the streets on a bitterly cold Sunday 
afternoon and there were some great results in among them. 

The 5 mile course takes runners on a lap of the battery park before heading out to the far 
end of the esplanade. They turn there and make their way back to the start, including another 
lap of the park to finish. It’s a flat course that often leads to very good five mile times, a race 
distance not often ran with strong fields. The weather looked horrendous as the senior 
huddled together inside the pavilion, not really wanting to venture outside. The gods were 
kind though and the rain eased off, and the wind did likewise. There was still a headwind on 
the second half of the race, but not as bad as the hour beforehand. 



 

Stephen Trainer was unable to return to try and defend his gold medal from last year, as 
Inverclyde AC’s Sean Fontana took the win in just under 25 mins. Among the chasing pack 
were Glenpark’s form men in Chris Mooney and Andrew White. Andrew secured the V50 gold 
medal (and was also first V40!) in under 27 mins, just 10 seconds behind rival Mooney. Paul 
Monaghan was not far behind as 3rd harrier and newcomer Wes Pattison impressing in his 
first outing in the sky blue vest. These four as well as Stevie Campbell and Neil Lafferty made 
up the top 6 counters that claimed the district silver medal in the team prizes, just 2 points 
ahead of Bellahouston Harriers! Well done guys. 



 

The medals didn’t stop there for the men. Graham McGrattan secured the v60 gold with a 
solid run. Eddie Devine was first v70 and it was great to see Eddie out there smling his way 
round 5 miles! Among the other men competing, there were some big 5 miles PBs, Robert 
Dolan, Stephen Hanley and Oliver Reilly standing out. There was also a Harriers debut for 
Owen Atkinson and Rhys Jones. 



 

There was a superb turnout from the Harriers ladies with captain Marian Monk rallying the 
troops down to the Battery. Sadly the reigning ladies champion had to cheer on from the 
sidelines due to injury. Sue Hewitson was first Harrier home as she chased down Chloe 
Simpson (running for Kilbarchan on the day), and Chloe just edged it on the line. Sandra 
Campbell, Claire Monaghan and Cheryl Thomas all had great runs to make the top 4, but it 
wasn’t quite enough to sneak into the medals in the team race. It was a day of near misses 
from the ladies in the medal stakes, as Sue’s run just missed on on v40 bronze. 



 

There were a number of debuts from the lady Harriers, with Sandra Devine, Heather Lafferty, 
Elaine Medinelli and Angela Nelson pulling on the vest for the first time. All have been 
regulars at Greenock parkrun and more recently at the Harriers sessions, and are loving life 
in the club! 

This thirst for running can be continued next Saturday, with the 2019 Willow Bowl up at the 
Greenock Cut! A conceding handicap race taking in a full loop of the cut is arguably the best 
club race of the year, it’s certainly the most scenic! It all kicks off at 2pm at the Watermans 
Cottage Saturday 16th February, with registration in the clubhouse and refreshments in The 
Willow Bar after! See you there! 



 

Results: Chris Mooney 26:45, Andrew White 26:55, Paul Monaghan 28:04, Wes Pattison 28:21, 
Neil Lafferty 28:47, Steven Campbell 28:51, Daniel Doherty 29:16, Robert Dolan 29:36, John 
Stevenson 30:27, Stephen Hanley 30:39, Chris Jones 31:13, Owen Atkinson 31:21, Duncan 
Anderson 31:40, Chris Watson 31:56, David McCorkindale 32:01, Ross Neilson 32:16, Oliver 
Reilly 32:22, Sue Hewitson 33:01, Graham McGrattan 33:43, David Ness 33:58, Alan O’Rourke 
34:24, Stuart Austin 34:29, Ian McKee 35:08, Stephen Reid 35:09, Stuart Crawford 35:51, Craig 
Canning 36:02, Robin McAuslan 36:12, Sandra Campbell 36:21, Claire Monaghan 36:29, Cheryl 
Thomas 37:15, Donna Campbell 37:26, Marianne McKay 37:37, Frank McMahon 37:44, Rhys 
Jones 38:51, Terri Wall 39:29, Kenny Scott 40:04, Viki Smith 40:05, James Campbell 40:22, Lisa 
Boonsanong 40:34, Sharon Black 41:26, Gerry Gillespie 41:51, Dannie Seddon 42:14, Boyd 
MacKenzie 42:14, Eileen Stevenson 42:22, Heather Lafferty 42:23, Angela Nelson 44:45, John 
Carruthers 44:55, Grace Campbell 45:14, Elaine Medinelli 45:32, Simon Hutton 45:59, Sandra 
Devine 47:18, Edward Devine 49:00, Charlotte McKay 51:02, David Black 54.34 

Young Harriers County Success 
It was a successful day for Glenpark Harriers Junior athletes when they competed in the 
Renfrewshire Road Race Championships at a cold and windy Battery Park. 

There was a big turnout out especially in the under 11s, as the boys got underway over 1 
mile.  The young harriers were all packed closely together, and they were unfortunate not to 
grab the bronze team medal as they fell short by just 2 points. Douglas Campbell led the 
boys’ home in 8th place and was quickly followed by Euan Johnson and Connor McCorey. 



The girls were next and they recorded the first success of the day. Sophie McGinty looking 
powerful in the strong wind finished in an impressive 6th place, and with Maria McCabe and 
Erin McEleny just a few seconds behind they took a well-deserved team Bronze. 

The under 13s raced over 2 miles, and Katie Johnson stepped up to claim the clubs first 
individual medal of the day. A battling run saw her place 3rd to win bronze, ahead of team 
mate Ava Beaton finishing in a respectable 6th. It was also a good performance from David 
Docherty who is looking stronger in every race. 

The under 15 girls’ hard work in training was rewarded as Abbie Tosh led the closely grouped 
quartet who were delighted with their Team Silver. The biggest improvement among the girls’ 
coming from Emma Aitken. 

Shaun Wiseman, another who has developed over the past year, put in an outstanding run to 
finish 8th, with his brother Alex in 16th. 

The best was left to last in the under 17 men’s’ race as Alan Mollins and Ewan Ferguson 
contested the 3 mile event. Leaving the park after 1 mile Alan was off the pace lying a distant 
2nd, but in a remarkable turnaround he hit the front at half way and extended his lead to 19 
seconds to win  Gold and his first County title. Ewan running steadily placed 5th. 

Under 11s 1 Mile: 06:45 Douglas Campbell, 06:48 Euan Johnson, 06:54 Connor McCrorey, 
07:01 Leo Beaton, 07:03 Cameron Crawford, 07:12 Cameron Beck, 07:37 Oliver Jones, 07:45 
Ruari Trainer, 09:15 Mathew Ross, 09:31 Ben Mullen, 07:25 Sophie McGinty, 07:37 Erin 
McEleny, 07:38 Maria McCabe, 07:46 Brooke Taylor, 07:51 Summer Taggert, 08:05 Leah Knox. 

Under 13s 2 Miles: 12:44 David Docherty, 12:40 Katie Johnson, 13:31 Ava Beaton. 

Under 15s 2 Miles: 14:13 Abbie Tosh, 14:21 Emma Aitken, 15:04 Francesca McKay, 15:07 
Olivia Trainer, 11:33 Shaun Wiseman, 14:02 Alex Wiseman. 

U17s 3Miles: 16:45 Alan Mollins, 19:32 Ewan Ferguson. 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Harry’s Silver Streak 
Harry ‘The Harrier’ McGill continued his rich rein of form of late by winning silver in the 
National Indoor under 17s 1500m, adding to his 3,000m medal won a few weeks back. 

Harry returned to the Emirates Indoor arena in Glasgow a week after representing Scotland 
at the Celtic Cross Country International in Ireland to contest his age group 1,500m race. 

With a swift start Harry put himself into the mix shadowing the leaders for the first few laps. 
With a tactical change of pace Harry sliced through the field to sit on the shoulder of the 
leader as the pace of the race increased causing the field to spread out leaving the few 
quality athletes at the front.  Counting down into the last 2 laps a serious turn of speed saw 
Harry and local Kilbarchan athlete Jack Patton leave the others trailing as both contested for 
gold with Harry being edged for the title by the narrowest of margins. 

Shaun Wiseman on his first indoor Nationals displayed the ‘Harriers’ fighting spirit in the 
under 17  800m and will be proud of his display and the creation of a solid foundation to 
build on in the future events. 

In the senior races Scott McCluckie returned to competitive action with solid performances 
over both the 200m and 400m events. The popular Mark Magee improved his seasons best 
over 400m before tackling the unforgiving 800m where he just missed improvement on 
previous performances. 

The Harriers now look forward to a busy few weeks with members contesting the National 
Indoor Championships, National Masters events and local Renfrewshire Championships, with 
a big thanks to all coaches, official and parents who support athletes over the coming period. 

 



 
 

Injury thwarts Scott’s Medal Hope 
A trio of Harriers competed at the National Track & Field indoor Championships at the 
Emirates Arena with mixed fortunes. First away, making her indoors debut, was Under 13 Ava 
Beaton in the 200m. Using it as a warm up to her main event the 800m, Ava recorded an 
excellent 31.49 to finish 3rd in her heat, but not quite quick enough to progress to the 
semi’s.  With very little time to recover she was straight back on the track for the 800m. She 
tired slightly in the penultimate lap before recovering to again place 3rd with a personal best 
time of 2 minutes 43 seconds. 

Alan Mollins, stepping up to the U20 age category, smashed his personal best in the 1500m 
by 26 seconds. Running a very even paced race he recorded a time of 4 minutes 25 seconds 
to finish 7th in his heat. 

The unluckiest athlete of the day was medal hopeful Scott Hannaway, who looked impressive 
when winning his 200m heat. Always in control he came off the final bend in the lead crossing 
the line in a time of 22.83 seconds, the 2nd quickest of all the athletes in the three under 20s 
semi-final heats. Unfortunately picking up a hamstring strain meant a disappointed Scott was 
unable to take his place on the track for the final. 



 

 
 
 
 
 



Junior Training Thursday 31st Jan 
Thursday 31st January – Junior Training at Ravenscraig track is cancelled for endurance 
groups as  it is currently covered in ice and the weather forecast shows no sign of improving 
over the next few days. 

Alternative arrangements as follows – Weather permitting – Athletes that work with Coaches 
Ian, Paul, Andy & Ross to meet at Greenock Esplanade at 6pm (The Cafe end). 

*Terri’s mini group have the evening off 😀 

Check FB for update on Thursday to check if Esplanade is runnable!!!!! 

Harry Wins National Silver 
Harry McGill gained his second National medal when he won Silver at the Under 17 Men’s 
Scottish Indoor Championships at the Emirates Arena. 

The Greenock Glenpark Harrier only ranked the 5th fastest athlete on the start line, tore up 
the form book and came close, within a couple of seconds, of chasing down the winner and 
current Scottish Schools 1500m Champion Jack Patton. Harry’s time of 4.14.30 minutes was a 
3 second personal best. 



 

Harriers show that West is Best 
Scottish Inter District XC Championships – 12th January 2019, Stirling. 

Greenock Glenpark Harriers had a strong representation with 5 athletes competing at the 
prestigious Inter-district championships at Stirling for the successful West District squad. 

Ben Campbell, Harris Morrison Ava Beaton and Katie Johnson were representing the West 
district for their first time in the under 13 category. 

In the boys 3km race Ben and Harris got away steady on the first of the two 1500 metre laps 
around Stirling golf course. Harris managed to hold position throughout, but Ben made the 



most of his long stride to cut through the field in the second half of the race to finish 
8th counter for the Gold winning West team, with Harris crossing the line as 12th counter. 

Immediately following their race came Ava Beaton and Katie Johnson, they too had a 
controlled start up the steep hill and it paid off as they steadily moved through the field 
finishing 7th and 9th respectively for the West team who took Silver behind a strong team from 
the East. 

The more experienced Harry McGill’s recent good form continued when he helped the West’s 
under 17 men’s team to Gold. On the penultimate 3rd lap he looked to be tiring in 11th place, 
with a big group gathering ominously just behind him; but he somehow managed to recover 
to surge through in the final kilometre to finish in an impressive 7th overall. This will give 
Harry confidence going into the Celtic cross country championships in Belfast next week 
where he will be representing Scotland for the first time. 

It was a fantastic experience for the youngsters to be mixing with senior national and 
international athletes, which will stand them in good stead in future competitions. 

Credit to their recent success is not only down to the athletes themselves but also to their 
team mates who have been pushing them hard in training all season. 

Results: 3km: Ben Campbell 11.22, Harris Morrison 11.58, Ava Beaton 12.21, Katie Johnson 
12.30, 5km: Harry McGill 17.06 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 
Sprint Squad’s Stunning Start 
National Indoor Championships.  12th January 2019, Emirates Arena 

Pictures courtesy of Bobby Gavin; Mark Magee (472) leading the field to 800 best and Scott 
Hannaway breasts the line. 

 

 

The Harriers new senior sprint team opened their account at the first National Indoor 
Championship of the 2019 season at the Emirates Indoor Arena, Glasgow. 



Under 20 athlete ‘Flying’ Scott Hannaway joined the very select group of local athletes who 
have recorded sub 50 seconds for 400m.  Scott took the race on from the gun and had a clear 
lead going into the second 200m lap of the indoor arena, sticking to his race plan Scott 
gradually increased pace as he hit the home straight driving toward the line stopping the 
clock 49.82 seconds.  A few hours later Scott returned to the track to contest 200m and again 
displayed quality sprinting to record his second personal best of the day with 22.70 seconds. 

Lifetime bests were the order of the day for the team in their new colours with Mark Magee 
taking two seconds off his previous 800m best.  Mark lead the race from the gun and as the 
laps went past Mark was within his personal target and despite hitting fatigue in the last lap 
Mark powered on to record his personal triumph. 

Drew McIntyre returned to competitive action after his medical enforced lay off and did not 
disappoint as he displayed his class over the shortest of sprints, 60m.  With his traditional 
explosive start Drew was stride for stride with the fastest sprinters in the country with a 
photo required to differentiate the placings. In the fastest race of the day, Drew recorded one 
of his fastest starts to a season. 

Scott McCluckie completed the sprint quartet with a competitive double over 200m and 400m 
just missing out on lowering his best times in both races. 

The team now look forward to the coming weeks with the National Championships in 
February. 

Harris Trophy 2019 
The first club championship race of 2019 was held last week at the Coves Reservoirs in 
Greenock. The conditions were perfect on the day, a little cold but no wind saw some really 
good times posted by a bumper field of Harriers. 46 senior runners were in attendance which 
continues the trend of well attended club races this season. The race is 4 big laps of the 
reservoirs adding up to just under 5.5 undulating miles, a stern new years test to blow away 
the holiday excess! 



 

This race last year saw Andy White claim his first club championship race victory. This year, he 
set out to try and retain his title. He lead from the front and broke away from the chasing 
pack after one lap and powered round to claim his second Harriers race win. Stevie Campbell 
held off Alan Mollins for second place, but it was another fine showing from Alan who is now 
regularly competing with the top club runners at these races. New member Neil Lafferty 
continued to show real promise with a 5th place finish, while other new members Oliver 
Reilly, Callum Gorry and Owen Atkinson all ran well. 

 

Chloe Simpson made it back to back wins in her maiden two club races of the season. It has 
been a strong showing so far from Chloe in her first few months as a Harrier. Sue Hewitson 
showed great signs that she was back to her best racing fitness with a strong second place 
just over 30 seconds behind Chloe. Nicola Stevenson rounded out the top 3, more on her 
later… 



 

The race does have a handicap category, but all runners are set off at the same time so the 
handicap winner has to wait until all of the maths is done later in the evening. In this case, 
John Stevenson was able to reveal the runaway winner as his daughter Nicola! Her storming 
run on the day did have all of the other runners convinced she must have been in with a 
shout, but she had to wait until later that night to find out. John Stevenson himself managed 
to sneak second place by a nose hair over marathon training buddy Robert Dolan. Both 
runners seeing their high winter mileage paying dividends. 

Elsewhere, there were good runs from Marianne McKay, Eileen Stevenson and Cheryl Thomas 
who all placed in the top 10 for the handicap race. Stephen Hanley placed high in the 
handicap standings for the second race in a row, which could make for some interesting 
reading when the championship tables are published (these will be done before the Willow 
Bowl…). 

 

There was a huge army of volunteers around the coves keeping all the runners safe, 
encouraged and very photographed! A big thanks you has to go to all of these for their 
efforts, as well as some of the runners who helped out with registration, results and post race 
refreshments. A big thank you also to our race sponsors WB Smith Trees and Turf LTD. See 
you all again for the Willow Bowl on Saturday 16th February! 



 

 



 

 

Results: Andrew White 32:46, Stevie Campbell 33:58, Allan Mollins (U17) 34:01, Paul 
Monaghan 34:13, Neil Lafferty 34:27, Daniel Doherty 34:56, Andrew Osborne 35:17, John 
Stevenson 35:36, Paul Beaton 35:41, Andy McCall 35:58, Robert Dolan 36:07, Stephen Hanley 
36:31, Owen Atkinson 36:48, Chloe Simpson 38:25, Harry McGill (U17) 38:35, Sue Hewitson 
39:08, Danny McLaughlin 39:10, Oliver Reilly 39:30, George McCallum 39:41, Graham 
McGrattan 39:50, David Ness 40:03, Michael Dunn 40:13, Alan O’Rouke 41:34, Ian McKee 
41:43, Nicola Stevenson 41:50, Stephen Reid 42:08, Sandra Campbell 42:37, Robin McAuslan 
43:13, Frank McMahon 43:14, Cheryl Thomas 43:25, Marianne McKay 43:42, Ashley Anderson 



43:56, Donna Campbell 44:02, Callum Gorry 44:43, Jim Cuffe 44:54, Claire Monaghan 44:56, 
Colin Campbell 45:25, Jeremy Deveney 45:35, Viki Smith 47:32, Lisa Boonsanong 48:56, Boyd 
McKenzie 49:12, Debbie McKenzie 50:18, Eileen Stevenson 50:41, John Carruthers 53:28, 
Simon Hutton 54:50, Eddie Devine 61:20 

Harry in 7th Heaven 
National 3000m Indoor Championships – Emirates Arena,  4th January 2019 

Harry McGill produced a stunning performance to win Silver at the National 3000m indoor 
championships at the Emirates Arena. The Greenock Glenpark Harrier’s run of 9.05minutes 
was a personal best by some 7 seconds, but despite his blistering final lap of 33 seconds he 
couldn’t quite catch Costorphine’s David Addison. Such was the quality of the race it placed 
the pair at number 6 & 7 in the Scottish Under 17 Men’s all-time list for the distance. A just 
reward to his dedication in training. 

Also at the same meeting there was good performances from club mates Alan Mollins, whose 
9.43 was a new PB by over a minute; and veteran Paul Monaghan setting a season’s best of 
10.00. 

 

Picture with thanks to ©Bobby Gavin www.thatonemoment.co.uk 

 
 
 



Juniors First Foot at Coves 
Harris Trophy Junior Races 5/1/19 

The Glenpark Juniors were again out in force for their first championship race of 2019 at 
Coves Reservoirs. 

• The under 11s contested the small 1.2 mile loop around the top reservoir. And it was 
no surprise to see Douglas Campbell shoot straight to the front. It was a lead he was to 
hold to the finish. Just behind him there was terrific sprint to the line between Leo 
Beaton and Cameron Crawford, with Leo just edging ahead on the grassy incline to the 
finish. Erin McEleny was quickest girl; her hard work over the holidays paying off, with 
the improving Summer Taggart in 2nd holding off Brooke Taylor. 

• The under 13’s contested the slightly longer 1.4 mile lap around both reservoirs, and it 
provided keen competition in both the boys and girls races. Harris Morrison’s early 
lead was gradually clawed back by Ben Campbell. Ben on this occasion coming out on 
top as he pulled away in the last quarter mile. Behind them came David Docherty 
continuing to progress with a fine run for 3rd. It was much closer between Ava Beaton 
and Katie Johnson.  Ava had built up what had looked like a comfortable lead, but in 
the steep climb up the path, Katie put in a surge to close the gap, but Ava had done 
enough to hold on, with Sophie McGinty in third.   These were encouraging 
performances by Ben, Harris, Ava and Katie as they go into their final preparations 
prior to next Saturdays Inter-district XC championships where they will be representing 
the West of Scotland Team. 

• In the 2.75mile two lap race Ewan Ferguson and Sean Wiseman went stride for stride 
for almost the entire distance, but it was Ewan who was to prevail as he edged clear in 
the run in to the line. Jude Dolan held on well to keep the pair within sight for an 
excellent 3rd. Ruby McGill dominated in the girls’ race, but her team mates can take 
encouragement from their performance, as their times continue to improve, as they 
gradually cut down on the gap. Abbie Tosh took the runners-up spot, followed by 
Emma Aitken. 

1.2 miles: Douglas Campbell 8.05, Leo Beaton 8.22, Cameron Crawford 8.25, Connor 
McCrorey 8.36, Cameron Beck 8.41, Erin McEleny 9.05, Ruari Trainer 9.12, Summer Taggart 
9.40, Brooke Taylor 9.49, Gabriel Forrest 10.07, Leah Knox 10.31, Mirren McConnell 10.40, 
Aimee McEleny 10.53, Stella McCabe 11.05, Charlie Pierce 12.29, Sam Cushnaghan 12.48, 

1.4miles: Ben Campbell 8.24, Harris Morrison 8.36,  Ava Beaton 9.33, David Docherty 9.35, 
Katie Johnson 9.35, Ewan Johnson 9.45, Sophie McGinty 10.49, Maria McCabe 11.20, Holly 
Beck 12.53, 

2.75 miles: Ewan Ferguson 18.19, Sean Wiseman 18.21, Jude Dollan 18.52, Ruby McGill 19.45, 
Abbie Tosh 21.57, Alex Wiseman 23.49, Emma Aitken 24.49, Olivia Trainer 24.58, Francesca 
McKay 26.27, Abbigael Crawford 29.06, 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Under 11s on the Start Line 



Lyle Mile 2019 
Leave a reply 

The 2019 running year got off to a flying start with the fantastically attended Lyle Mile race on 
a glorious sunny New Year’s Day in Greenock. There were 136 runners tackling the one mile 
uphill challenge, more than double the attendance from the previous year! 

 

The frantic start saw the runners charge up Lyle Road from Fort Matilda, winding their way up 
towards to summit. After a few tight and steep turns on the pavement, the final 200m flattens 
out towards the finish allowing the runners a sprint finish (i they have anything left in their 
legs!). 

  



 



 

It was this sprint finish that allowed Chris Mooney to retain his title from the previous year. 
After Michael Healy and Neil Lafferty charged ahead in the early going, Chris paced the run to 
perfection and surged past the competition in the final 100m to claim the victory in a cracking 
time of 6.36. This was 11 seconds faster than last year and just shy of John Bell’s course 
record of 6.26 in 2017. Neil Lafferty’s first race as a member of Greenock Glenpark Harriers 
was a success with his 3rd place spot in a superb 6.41. Inverclyde’s Dylan Crawford paced the 
run well to finish 4th in 6.49 with Glenpark’s Paul Monaghan 5th in 6.53. 

  



 

 

Claire Thompson returned for the 3rd year in a row to claim first lady. Her hattrick of wins 
came alongside a PB of 8.27, beating her previous best by 15 seconds and we hope to see her 
again next year to continue defending her title. Second and third placed females went to 
Glenpark Harriers juniors Katie Johnson and Ava Beaton. Both girls are looking in great form 
ahead of their runs for the West District at the Inter District Cross Country later this month. 



  

 

 



First placed junior went to Jude Dolan who smashed his PB with a great run in 7.49, taking 
over 30 seconds off of his time from last year. There were a number of other standout runs 
among the Glenpark juniors, showing that the winter training at Tower Hill has been paying 
off. 

  

 



 

A big thank you must go to all of the organisers and the army of volunteers on the day. The 
much larger numbers than previous years saw a few more challenges on the day, but the 
hard work of the team meant it went smoothly. The event raised over £300 for Inverclyde 
Down Syndrome Support Group. Another big thank you must go to CM Autos for their 
sponsorship of the event. Thanks also to Ross Cameron for allowing us use of his great 
photos on the day. There are a few links below the results to more photo albums on 
Facebook. 

  



 

 

 



Results: Chris Mooney 6:36, Michael Healey 6:38, Neil Lafferty 6:41, Dylan Crawford 6:49, Paul 
Monaghan 6:53, Sean Gaffney 6:55, Mark Nightingale 6:59, Colin Morrison 7:07, Daniel 
Doherty 7:15. Andrew Osborne 7:26, Paul Beaton 7:37, Martin Power 7:39, Owen Atkinson 
7:40, Mark Wheeler 7:46, Jude Dolan 7:49, Andrew McCall 7:51, Stephen Hanley 7:56, Chris 
Jones 7:59, Richard Davidson 7:59, David Downie 8:07, James Healey 8:14, Gerard Cooke 8:17, 
Finn Boyd 8:17, Graham Forbes 8:19, Callum Robertson 8:19, Gordon Ritchie 8:20, Steven 
Watson 8:23, Gavin Morrison 8:24, Oliver Reilly 8:25, Claire Thompson 8:27, Ian Hughes 8:31, 
Katie Johnson 8:32, Ava Beaton 8:34, Danny McLaughlin 8:36, Euan Johnson 8:36, Leo Beaton 
8:38, Graham McGrattan 8:40, David Docherty 8:42, Cameron Crawford 8:47, David Ness 8:51, 
Kai Wheeler 8:55, Geroge McCallum 8:57, Ian McKee 8:58, Graham Robertson 8:58, Stewart 
Crawford 9:00, Connor McCrory 9:01, Paul McKendry 9:03, Stephen Reid 9:04, Craig Canning 
9:09, Stewart Beaton 9:11, Lucas Bezian 9:17, Frank McMahon 9:18, Marianne McKay 9:19, 
Douglas Nicholson 9:21, Sean McFarlane 9:22, Ashley Anderson 9:24, Lud Marthos 9:35, Claire 
Monaghan 9:36, Colin Campbell 9:39, Sophie McGinty 9:39, Cheryl Thomas 9:44, Lynsey 
Mooney 9:45, Abi Tosh 9:48, Alex Patterson 9:49, Alan Munroe 9:49, Nicola Falconer 9:50, 
Anne Marie Reid 9:53, Fiona MacFarlane 9:56, Oliver Jones 9:59, Raguraman Balaraman 10:01, 
Lorna Mitchell 10:03, Kevin Gill 10:05, Marina McCallum 10:11, Gerry Gillespie 10:19, Erin 
McEleney 10:19, Heather Lafferty 10:22, Joan McGilp 10:28, Alison Downie 10:31, Eddie 
O’Kane 10:34, Summer Target 10:35, Andrew Sutherland 10:39, James Surtherland 10:50, 
Colin Carnson 11:00, Kenny Scott 11:01, Stuart Brodie 11:03, Alex Boonsanong 11:04, Neil 
Thomson 11:05, Lisa Bonsanong 11:06, John McLaughlin 11:10, Debbie McKenzie 11:12, Susan 
Falconer 11:12, Ashley McLoone 11:12, Lyndsey Parker 11:15, James Prior 11:15, Sinead 
McLaughlin 11:16, Derek Johnson 11:23, Colin Robertson 11:42, David Murray 11:45, John 
Carruthers 11:47, Morag Gaffney 11:49, Lesley McLaren 11:53, Davie Peaston 11:54, Simon 
Hutton 11:55, Sue Hewitson 11:59, Lorna Coyle 11:59, Beth Docherty 11:59, Amiee McEleney 
12:00, Caroline McKendy 12:10, Peter Davidson 12:24, Charlotte Jones 12:26, Claire Melville 
12:35, Abigael Crawford 12:39, Claire Linning 12:47, Charlotte McKay 12:49, Sharon Black 
12:52, Lian Nelis 12:54, Liz McAuslan 13:04, Susan Clarke 13:04, Shona McCormack 13:07, 
Angela Nelson 13:08, Sandra Devine 13:24, Jennifer McBain 13:27, Alex Cushnaghan 13:31, 
Lynne Campbell 14:28, Paula Gaffney 14:32, Claire Brands 15:06, Andrew Gilchrist 15:16. 
Rhuari Toole 15:47, Ross Toole 15:48, Joe Hefferman 15:55, Sam Cushanghan 16:00, Margaret 
Scobie 19:45, Peter Scobie 19:45, Monica Cushnaghan 19:46, Sammy Cushnaghan 19:47, 
Marian Monk (tail runner) 19:51 


